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Abbreviations

α line scan camera field of view (the acquisition plane)
β plane in R3; model of planar fabric
Ba octave band, extent of Gabor filter in axial direction
Br extent of Gabor filter in radial direction
C optical center of a camera

C̃ non-homogeneous position of camera center
CCD charge coupled device, digital imaging sensor technology
D distance from center of Gabor filter in polar coordinates
f focal length
FOV camera field of view
FPR false positive rate
I identity matrix
K matrix of intrinsic camera parameters
M line scan camera projection matrix
N set of negative samples
N mapping from real to ideal camera
ω non-zero scale factor; axial frequency
pv horizontal offset of of image relative to optical center of line scan camera
P set of positive samples
P principal point
PDF probability density function
Q matrix of velocity of scene in real camera coordinate frame
r vector whose elements describe particular fabric; a texture descriptor
r∗ spatial coordinate in image frame
ROC receiver operating characteristic
R rotation matrix of world coordinates to camera coordinate frame
s skew factor of camera
s extent of Gabor filter, vector
S matrix of velocity of scene in world coordinate frame
S extent of Gabor filter, matrix
Σ covariance matrix of defect free texture descriptors



TPR true positive rate
T translation matrix
u horizontal offset of image relative to optical center
UCL upper control limit
U projection matrix of ideal line scan camera
v vertical offset of image relative to optical center
vc velocity of scene in camera coordinates
vw velocity of scene in world coordinates
W world coordinate frame
x homogeneous vector of point in camera coordinate frame

X̃ non-homogeneous vector of point in world coordinate frame

X̃c non-homogeneous vector of point in camera coordinate frame
X homogeneous vector of point in world coordinate frame
y homogeneous vector of rectified image in camera coordinate frame
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Abstract

The work deals with hardware and software implementation of a system dedicated
for on-line control of visual quality parameters in the field of textile material. The
inspection device is based on aluminum frame, parallel line scan digital cameras
and traction mechanism. Related software implementation has been developed
as a modular system of independent components that provide tools like image
acquisition, motion control, stitching of images and image analysis. Certain im-
plementation of Gabor filter for description of texture and subsequent texture
segmentation has been described. Filters are applied in a new method designed
to evaluate dissimilarities between fabric during it’s quality inspection process.
Morphology of Gabor filter is presented both in spatial and frequency domain.
Description of planar texture has been treated as a vector of responses of the tex-
ture to given bank of filters. Ratio of similarity between two different textures is
proposed and also applied in the process of material inspection.

Keywords: prototype machine, detection of defect, Gabor filter, line scan camera,
image stitching, Hotelling control chart, machine learning

Práce se zabývá hardwarovou a softwarovou implementaćı systému pro on-line
kontrolu vizuálńıch kvalitativńıch parametr̊u textilńıch útvar̊u. Zař́ızeńı sestává
z hlińıkového rámu, paralelně umı́stěných řádkových kamer a trakčńıho ústroj́ı.
Software, který uvedené zař́ızeńı ovládá je pojat jako modulárńı architektura,
která využ́ıvá souhry vzájemně nezávislých komponent. Každá z komponent je
odpovědná za d́ılč́ı kroky, kterými jsou poř́ızeńı obrazu materiálu, kontrola rychlosti
posuvu, spojováńı obrazu z větš́ıho množstv́ı kamer a analýza obrazu. V práci je
obsažen návrh a realizace algorithmu pro rozpoznáńı viditelné vady materiálu na
základě analýzy obrazu pomoćı Gaborova filtru, jehož návrh je v práci detailně
popsán. Práce přistupuje k detekci vad textilńıho materiálu tak, že popisuje lokálńı
obraz materiálu pomoćı vektoru texturńıch charakteristik. Sledovanou vlastnost́ı je
podobnost lokálńı textury s texturou, o které je známo, že neobsahuje defekt.

Kĺıčová slova: prototyp zaŕızeńı, detekce defekt̊u, Gaborovy filtery, řádková kam-
era, panorama obraz̊u, Hotteling̊uv regulačńı diagram, strojové učeńı



1 Introduction

There have been many ways introduced in the development of automated system
for quality evaluation of fabric properties. In textile industry, one can most often
see an inspection of fabric being done manually. The manual process involves
a human operator to watch the surface of material and mark faulty areas by
hand. Advanced loom machines are able to detect certain faults by themselves,
however, there is still significant amount of defects that need to be inspected after
the weaving has been completed. Those defects, that can not be detected on
the loom, are particularly certain variations in the appearance of the product.
Defects like broken pick or coarse yarn are sorts of defects that can be detected
directly on the loom. Those defects like appearance fault, a stain, a hole or a weft
kinks, belong to class of defects that remain unnoticed by any other systems than
the visual. Gabor filters have proved to be suitable tool for texture description
and segmentation [1] when applied in image processing tasks. Approach of tuning
filter’s response to specific kind of defect called supervised inspection was proposed
by Kumar and Pang [2]. The supervised inspection is related to the situation
in which the filter response to image of the defect and the material is known a
priori. Authors also present unsupervised inspection process, that seems to be
more relevant for industrial purposes. During unsupervised inspection, a set of
different filters is applied to the local region of image in the manner of multichannel
processing. The response of each filter is not known a priori for certain material
and defect. Therefore, the training and inspection stages are involved. Another
utilization of Gabor filters was proposed by Ro et al. [3] for content description of
digital video recordings and searching within this kind of data. This contribution
shows an analogous approach in which the similarity between local texture and the
reference texture is evaluated. Besides the inspection phase, this work introduces
unique principle of multiple line scan cameras acquisition. Also the architecture
of custom prototype machine is explained as well as the software that allows to
run the inspection algorithm on-line.

The motivation behind existing research in detection and classification of defects
of textile structures is driven by issues which the manufacturing process needs to
resolve. These are costs associated with time needed to detect and remove fabric
defects, money spent on training and salaries of inspectors, and customer satisfac-
tion with the product. Quality management increases the cost [4] of production
by 30-50 percent. Weaving is relatively slow process during which about 0.5 me-
ters of fabric is produces per minute. Allocating a human inspector to perform
on-line inspection would be costly. Therefore, inspection is performed by unrolling
material after the weaving process completes; the off-line inspection. On the other
hand, production speed of non-woven textiles can exceed hundreds of meters per
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minute in length and up to a few meters in width. A human inspector is not
capable to watch for details and evaluate quality of material on-line in this case.
Another deficiency of traditional inspection stands in subjective perception of a
defect, which varies between individual inspectors, even within one inspector in
time.

Visual inspection of material can be generally split into two categories. One cate-
gory deals with materials that exhibit visually uniform features. Inspection of such
materials can be based on monitoring deviation of local image from image back-
ground. This category makes use of classic image segmentation methods which
are based on edge detection, brightness and color thresholding. These traditional
image processing techniques are well mastered and easily adaptable to particular
manufacturing process. Examples of typical applications include a blister pack-
aging control in pharmaceutical industry [5, 6] and assembly of components in
electronics industry [7, 8]. Another category of material inspection deals with
textured materials, which can either be patterned, random or uniform textiles.
Patterned textiles have printed motifs or repeated decorations made on jacquard
loom. The approaches to inspect textiles of this kind include symmetry assess-
ment, feature registration, matching of primitive spatial patches and model based
methods [9, 10]. Quality features of randomly textured textiles, represented with
non woven materials, are mostly evaluated in terms of fiber orientation or material
homogeneity. Methods based on evaluation of fiber orientation look at details of
non woven structure and utilize spectral approach which includes wavelet decom-
position [11, 12] and anisotropic bandpass spectral filters [13]. The overall material
homogeneity approach represents less detailed look at inspected material, which is
suitable to inspect large surfaces. Inspection of large surface can be based on mea-
suring amount of transmitted light through inspected material [14] which finds
its application during massive production of disposable, hygienic and geotextile
products. Many state of the art inspection systems are proprietary, commercial,
and therefore, unpublished solutions.

One of early published assemblies of machine for automatic visual inspection of
textiles dates to 1992, when Tincher et al. designed complete machine to evalu-
ate color and shape of a cut material to match required dimensions and ensure
defect free workpiece before sewing process [15]. Tincher’s solution involves an
area scan camera. The methods include segmentation of intensity deviation from
image background, and gray level comparison with defect free sample, performed
with image subtraction. Even with limited computing power, authors have con-
sidered to use spectral approach with the Fourier transformation. Interestingly
their conclusion was that spectral approach brings no added value to material
inspection. Compared to that investigation, authors found morphological image
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operations more suitable. Similar approach to that of Thinche’s have been chosen
by Norton and Wayne [16] to inspect rolls of web textile fabric in real time. Their
method was also based on detecting high contrast defects with bi-level threshold-
ing of each image pixel. The processing has mostly been done with single image
pixel at a time. Later research makes use of larger pixel neighborhood processing,
which utilizes gray level statistics in image patches and convolution with smooth-
ing kernels [17]. Tolba et al. used autocorrelation function for defect localization
and shallow neural network for its classification into five classes [18]. Comprehen-
sive research has been made on texture classification, where majority of papers
take co-occurrence matrix as reference to compare novel feature extraction meth-
ods. Although important studies concentrate on general texture segmentation, the
methods and findings have been later adopted for inspection of textile materials.
In-depth description and design of Gabor filter and its application to texture seg-
mentation has been proposed in 1990 by Bovik et al. [19]. Authors identified that
filter has great potential for texture segmentation but found the method compu-
tationally demanding. Strand and Torfinn in [20] selected textures from Brodatz
image database [21] and compared Gabor filter with selected Haralick features [22]
(angular second moment, contrast, correlation, entropy) to conclude that Haralick
features (computed on co-occurrence matrix) provide lower miss classification error
rate, which is 10-20%, compared to 30-50% for Gabor filter in their experiment.
Although the Brodatz database contains images of woven and knitten fabric, it
also has images of wood, sand and other kinds of natural images. The paper con-
siders tradeof between sub image size and accuracy of detecting texture boundary.
The size of sub windows is 32x32 pixels in their study. While constant window
size is claimed in many papers, it is important to note that correct choice of win-
dow size shall depend on ratio between image resolution (combination of camera
intrinsics with extrinsic setup) and highest spatial frequency present in the im-
age of inspected material. Texture segmentation utilizing Gabor filter has still
gained popularity. Weldon and Higgins [23, 24] achieved 4-10% error rate using
Bayes classifier and by smoothing the decision of the classifier with morphologi-
cal erosion followed by dilatation i.e. morphological opening. By morphologically
opening the classifier’s decision, the authors reduced the number of narrow, mis-
classified regions. The problem with computational complexity of Gabor filters
has been addressed by Teuner et all. [25] by using pyramid approach, which omits
filters at lower pyramid levels (high resolution) that have equivalent response with
filters in higher pyramid level (low resolution). The method that leads to reduced
misclassification error rate, proposed by Weldon and Higgins [23, 24], was an ad
hoc solution, which is generally inappropriate. Generalized approach to fine tune
a set of Gabor filters for the task to separate a pair of different textures was given
by Dunn and Higgins [26, 27]. At the end of the decade, there was no consen-
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sus whether statistical texture description methods outperform spectral filtering
when Randen et al. [28] provided review of Gabor filter banks, wavelet trans-
forms, discrete cosine transformation and compared them to co-occurrence matrix
and autoregressive features. Authors concluded that the accuracy of classification
among selected methods is dependent on particular type of texture, and single
method can not be declared better than other methods.

The approach to define textile material inspection as a texture segmentation task
was chosen in several papers. Bodnarova et al. [29] has shown accurate flaw
detection with low false alarm rate on woven textiles and suggest optimization of
Gabor filters with non-linear programming to deal with more complicated problem
of detecting flaws in jacquard textiles. Botnarova’s work, however, does not address
construction of inspection machine, as well as problems associated with image
acquisition. Kumar and Pang [30] propose to select single filter from a bank of
filters. Authors have developed heuristic algorithm to select the filter which has
the greatest response on particular defect in given textile. Material inspection is
understood in their work as supervised and unsupervised learning approach in two
chapters. In both chapters, defect free texture is learned, or defined, with the filter
which has maximum response on given texture. Authors consider computational
demands of multi channel processing with a bank of Gabor filter, which is the
motivation behind selecting only one filter. Although Kumar and Pang did not
design an inspection machine, they suggest using a digital signal processor (DSP)
to perform multi-channel processing with entire bank of filters. Selecting a single
filter restricts their method for very limited variations in size, shape and orientation
of particular defect which, under real conditions, yields rather low accuracy of
detection. Textures in the article are images of woven fabric and method of dividing
entire image into smaller sub-windows has been used. The method of searching
for single filter introduced by Kumar and Pang have inspired Han and Zhang [31],
who proposed fine tuning of the filter using genetic algorithm. The principle of
their method is to find the closest match between the filter and image of particular
defect free woven fabric. Performance of their method reached 92% true positive
rate.

Complete system for quality inspection of textiles has been realized in 2000 by
Baykut et al. [32], who evaluated statistical, spectral and model based methods
on images of woven fabric manufactured in Turkey. Their method based on Markov
random fields, using relatively straightforward statistics over neighboring pixels,
over performed co-occurance matrix and Fourier spectrum energy for their train-
ing set of images. Authors have designed and assembled inspection machine to
capture surface of 1.6 meter wide textiles using four CCD area scan cameras. Im-
age processing has been done on embedded hardware using DSP, which allowed to
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inspect ten meters of material per minute. Real inspection system, making use of
more demanding spectral approach with Gabor filters, has also been implemented
by Mak and Peng in 2006 [33], who performed inspection in laboratory conditions
to achieve 96% true positive rate on publicly available database of images contain-
ing defects of textile fabrics. Inspection machine has been assembled with single
line scan camera. Although authors achieved the velocity of 15 meters per minute,
the width of captured material has been merely a few centimeters. In 2011, Yao
and Hai-ru [34] published their study on hardware implementation of inspection
device, mounted on existing inspection machine to perform inspection of defects
in knitten textiles. Inspection system has targeted three categoris of defects: a
hole, a dropped stitch and a course mark. Authors developed two distinct detec-
tion algorithms. Detection of a course mark defect has been made with Ridgelet
transform. The defect of hole and dropped stitch have been detected with pulse
coupled neural network.

The opportunity to engage Gabor filters in material inspection of textiles has been
explored, and reasonable number of complete inspection systems has been de-
signed. Still there is no consensus regarding inspection performance of particular
algorithm with certain type of textile material. Publications such as [32] are evi-
dence that real time implementation system utilizing computationally demanding
algorithm can be accomplished. Although, in that case, the real time performance
has been achieved with excessive effort put into particular DSP implementation,
which provides low flexibility. No scientific work has been published in the field
of textile fabric inspection which deals with image acquisition itself to great level
of detail. Location of defects is usually provided in image coordinate space, i.e.
the image pixels, which is inappropriate for practical use. Camera calibration,
the effect of line scan imaging on image deformation, the stitching of images from
array of line scan cameras, represent uncovered aspects of visual inspection sys-
tem designed to satisfy the needs of textile industry and the needs of researchers
to concentrate on the algorithm itself and not the device that it runs on. None
of the published implementations provide a framework. A modular, multi layer
system, which would solve repetitive technical problems and which would provide
environment to plug the algorithm into the image processing pipeline in conve-
nient manner. Experience shows that there can be a significant degradation in
ability of particular algorithm to detect defects in textiles whether it runs under
simulated and real-world conditions. This work aims at covering problems stated
above, which were not given sufficient attention in scientific publication. The dis-
sertation also deals with the design of inspection machine and associated software
framework that allows running of virtually any visual inspection method. The high
level design is particularly different from other implementation, in that it provides
enough flexibility to extend. Functionality of the system has been demonstrated by
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implementing the inspection algorithm that makes use of spectral approach with
Gabor filters. The dissertation not only uses Gabor filters that were considered
suitable for visual inspection of textiles, but it also aims at describing reasons for
effectiveness of the method. Importance of image pre-processing, which needs to
be taken before a bank of Gabor filters can be applied, is underlined and considered
as possible reason for failure of Gabor filters in other publications.

The dissertation represents natural step in long term development of automatic
visual control system for textiles, and results achieved throughout this dissertation
extend capabilities of continuing research in the field. Among research activities
conducted on Technical University of Liberec can be recognized works of Tunak
and Linka who have dealt with stochastic simulation of textile structures [35],
statistical and spectral methods for automatic evaluation of weaving density on
the loom [36], directional defects of woven textiles [37, 38], quality assessment of
non-woven structures [39] and yarns [40], in which the inspection device presented
inhere, has played significant role in image acquisition and evaluation of novel
concepts in real-world environment.

The first section serves as and introduction to the field and a survey of visual
control systems for textile structures.

The second section states objectives of this work and strategies selected to fulfill
them.

The third section describes models of a pinhole and a line scan camera. The
geometry of image acquisition with line scan camera is explained to great detail.
The camera model plays important role in understanding of how an image of a
line scan camera is acquired. Since the scene and camera position in the scene
influence how objects appear in the image, it is crucial to understand world to
image coordinate relations in order to rectify image distortion as well as to stitch
images of multiple cameras into single large panoramic image. Stitching of multiple
line scan images is the first of the two key concepts presented in this work. The
ability to deal with multiple sources of image data is essential for the reason that
the field of view of a single camera is generally not sufficient to cover large surface
of material produced in typical textile manufacturing process.

The fourth section deals with image data itself. This section explains morphology
of the Gabor filter in great detail. the effect of the filter on woven fabric is shown
and the perfect match between properties of the filter and structural properties
of woven textiles is uncovered. The key concept in this section is that image of
textile fabric is assumed to represent a texture. The inspection algorithm is built
on comparison between texture of the flawless and the inspected sample. Design
of the Gabor filter is shown and approach to handle large image of textile material
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is explained in detail.

Experiments are presented in the fifth chapter, which includes discussion about
classification performance as well as difficulties that each kind of defect repre-
sents to the inspection method. Because Gabor filters are still computationally
demanding, the discussion suggest for performance optimization.
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2 Objectives

The work can be divided into four parts.

• Design and build prototype machine for inspection of moving textile material
in order to simulate production environment in laboratory.

• Acquire image of textile material loaded in prototype machine.

• Evaluate visible flaws of the material by means of image processing.

• Provide software that deals with control of the machine, image acquisition
and image processing aspects of the inspection system.

2.1 Hardware implementation

The design of machine for visual inspection has been driven by requirements to
allow on-line inspection of textile material. The machine is assembled from five
components which are aluminum frame, rolling drums, electric motor, light source
and line scan cameras. The model of designed machine is illustrated in the Figure
1a. The model does not show the beginning and the end of material, which suggests
the process of continuous inspection. The photography in the Figure 1b shows
that material is actually made of endless belt of fabric that is drawn between two
rolling drums.

The schematic outline of the device can be seen in the Figure 4. The custom
designed frame of the device is made of aluminum profiles, type 8 40x40 mm L,
by German Haberkorn - Item company (formerly Ulmer). The profiles have been
assembled with universal screw joints. Overall length of device is 1000 mm, height
1140 mm, width 600 mm. Base of the frame holds two rolling drums among which
is tightened an endless strap of fabric. The rolling drums are 500 mm in width;
the surface of each drum is finished with soft rubber which reduces slip between a
drum and a textile. The drums were reused from another weaving machine’s spare
parts.

One of drums is driven with MCD EPOS 60W electric stepper motor, depicted
in the Figure 2, manufactured by Maxon motor company. Embedded encoder
provides continuous information about current position of the drive shaft and it’s
revolutions. This information is used to synchronize camera line rate with velocity
of textile. Although alternative solution would utilize encoders signal to trigger
camera shutter directly, it is not the case. The appropriate line rate is calculated
from revolutions of the drive shaft. Drums that have been selected to build the
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(a) (b)

Figure 1: Prototype machine to preform on-line detection of visual flaws of textile
material; (a) 3D model of inspection device; (b) photography of actual prototype
machine; 1-two line scan cameras, 2-linear light, 3-stepper motor, 4-rolling drum,
5-aluminum frame.

machine are hollow inside. The weight of each is 3 kg. The outer diameter of the
drum is 42 mm. The inner diameter has been estimated to 30 mm by weight of the
drum and the density of steel. Provided the estimation, the moment of inertia has
been calculated J = 3.24·10−4kg ·m2. The shaft of motor itself spins 393 rpm·V −1,
while the voltage range is 0-24VDC, giving range of 0-9432 rpm. The shaft of the
motor has been adapted with planetary reduction gear head Maxon GP 32 C with
reduction ration of 14:1 which gives maximum torque of 7.6 · 10−1 Nm, angular
acceleration of 1.181·103rad·s−2 and maximum linear speed of material 1.47m·s−1.
The output shaft of planetary gear is directly coupled with the shaft of the drum
by three part axial clutch ROTEX GS 98. The drive train is controlled through
serial port interface.

The surface of textile is enlightened with array of light emitting diodes, spanned
across fabric’s width. The light is positioned in the middle between two drums.
It is custom designed linear light, manufactured together with local electronics
company Jablo PCB. The printed circuit board has dimensions of 550x35 mm and
is fitted with 272 LEDs. The spectrum of emitted light has its peak at 633 nm,
hence it is a red light. The light is powered with 24V DC. The luminous flux can
be set between 1360-1580 lm (1632-1950 cd) with electric current. The maximum
input power is 45 W. This custom designed light source allows low power for
slow motion of material. Camera exposure time can be set relatively long in this
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Figure 2: Drive train. 1-serial port connection, 2-Maxon MCD EPOS 60W stepper
motor, 3-planetary reduction gear head Maxon GP 32 C, 4-mount plate (the body
of inspection device).

(a) (b)

Figure 3: Basler L401k line scan camera (a). The spectral response of Basler
L401k line-scan camera (b) [Basler AG L401 Users Manual, 2007].

configuration. On the other hand, the light has been designed powerful enough
to provide sufficient amount of light for lowest exposure times of camera and high
speeds of motion. For high power mode, the light source is equipped with passive
heat sink and it is mounted directly to aluminum frame which helps with heat
dissipation. The light and fabric need to be partly covered to protect human eyes.
The light array provides stable illumination of fabric but other sources of light still
need to be suppressed. Light bulbs and fluorescent tubes are blinking at 100 Hz,
which is double the frequency of 230 V AC provided by power outlet in Europe.
The blinking can be observed in the image of a line scan camera as uneven and
periodically varying illumination along vertical axis in the image.

A pair of cameras, Basler L401k, is mounted in the upper part of machine, above
inspected material as shown in the Figure 3a. Cameras are oriented down so that
the field of view (FOV) of each camera includes illuminated portion of fabric. Each
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camera has an array of 4080 pixels and provides gray scale image in 10 or 8 bits
per pixel. The 8 bit depth has been used throughout this work as it provides good
balance between the number of gray levels, line rate and size of data for visual
inspection of textiles. The sensitivity of image sensor depends on wavelength of
light. The graph in the Figure 3b shows that peak response of L401 image sensor
is around 630 nm. This parameter has been taken into account during design of
linear light. The compliance of parameters between light source and the image
sensor helps reduce noise when acquisition takes place in short exposure time.
The shutter of each camera can be signaled with external trigger, or with camera’s
internal clock. The later, the free run exposure time control mode, has been used
in this work. Cameras are synchronized on the first frame such that one camera
is set as master and triggers the first captured line of second (slave) camera. The
shortest exposure time is 143.733 µs, which corresponds to maximum line rate of
6957 lines per second. Spatial resolution of camera is about 8 pixels per millimeter
of textile. Therefore, the limitation of cameras is to capture 0.87m·s−1. The width
of fabric is 500 mm, which is actually within the FOV of a single camera. However,
the reason for using two cameras is to solve the problem of synchronizing multi-
ple image sources and merging them into a single large image - the concept that
would be necessary during actual production, where the width of fabric reaches
up to few meters. Image is transfered to the host PC through CameraLink inter-
face. Cameras are configurable via serial communication, which is included in the
CameraLink wiring. The workstation is equipped with the National Instruments
PCIe-1430 dual channel image acquisition board.

Configuration of all devices happens on-line. Camera line rate and the rpm of
the drive shaft, hence the velocity of inspected material, can be adjusted inter-
actively and is being modified pragmatically throughout inspection process. The
luminous intensity is not synchronized. The synchronization can be achieved by
using programmable power supply, though.

2.2 Software implementation

Regarding previous works, given in introduction part, the implementations of in-
spection machines can be categorized as on-line, offline, running on dedicated
hardware or standard workstation computer. The offline inspection is two phase
process in which image data of entire fabric is captured and stored to persistent
storage, while processing is done afterward. In production systems, the offline
inspection is chosen when time to compute the inspection and the speed of fabric’s
movement is largely different. On-line inspection can be achieved when time to
perform inspection is shorter than the rate of image acquisition. During on-line
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Figure 4: Inspection device schematic. The figure shows the top, side and front
view of inspection device. It also depicts positions of two line scan cameras,
whereas driving unit and light array are not shown in the schematic view. Di-
mensions are given in millimeters.

inspection, the image data are held in fast volatile memory, and accessed in short
time after acquiring small portion of fabric. Acquired data can also be stored
from volatile memory to persistent storage in this kind of inspection as well, but
it is not necessary for the inspection itself. Storing just the image of defective
portion of material together with it’s location in entire roll is a good compromise,
as it requires less storage capacity while preserving interesting image data. The
advantage of on-line inspection is that these systems allow immediate reaction to
defect. On-line systems usually engage dedicated hardware, such as digital signal
processors. These systems are, due to high degree of optimization to dedicated
hardware, least flexible solutions, difficult to modify or extend.

Needless to say that statements about computational power of computers has
limited validity in time. For instance, at the beginning of this work a single
core CPU was inside a standard workstation. At the end, however, twelve core
processors become a standard equipment. The common denominator of latest
development in computer hardware is a parallelism. Since parallel hardware is
useless without parallel software, the concurrency is main topic in state of the art
software development [41, 42].

Regarding the inspection machine, the high level software architecture was gov-
erned by an idea to provide tiny, yet flexible platform that allows to run virtually
any image processing algorithm on the inspection device. Hence the software runs
on computer workstation with x64 instruction set.
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The architecture provides the following services:
• Hardware synchronization between velocity of material and line scanning

frequency of cameras.
• Image acquisition and stitching of images.
• Visual inspection utilizing Gabor filters.
• Expose the inspection device to different applications.

Whether this system is on-line or offline is difficult to decide, as it can serve both
roles. The method incorporating Gabor filters, presented in next chapter, has
been implemented as on-line inspection that stores only positions of indicated
defects. The implementation utilizes nVidia CUDA technology [43] with GTX
260 graphics card as well as Intel Performance Primitives [44] for data parallelism
and Intel Threading Building Blocks for task parallelism [41], which are low level
software design libraries by means of which the visual inspection runs on-line with
the linear speed of three meters per minute.

The system is not implemented as monolithic executable application. Instead, ev-
ery part of the system has been implemented as independent element by following
design patterns of Component Object Model (COM) [45, 46] and standards for
industrial automation, maintained by Open Platform Communications Founda-
tion [47]. What this architecture means is that each unit of processing pipeline,
which is the control of hardware, the image transformations, the visual material in-
spection and the data storage, is compiled as a dynamic link library and registered
to operating system as an automation server. Any application can instantiate the
automation server and make use of services it provides through standard COM
interfaces [45]. The application that activates the service can reside on the same
computer or it can run on computer within a computer network by means of Dis-
tributed Component Object Model [46]. Flexibility, that has been achieved with
high level component design, is endless. The Matlab software, a world leading
research and engineering software intensively used at universities and industrial
companies, is among many software solutions that understand standard COM in-
terfaces. For that reason, any script or function written in Matlab (or any other
automation aware software) is able to access the device, request motion of a ma-
terial and perform image acquisition. Access to the inspection device can be also
granted through computer network and the device can be used as if it was directly
connected to the computer itself. The concept has been already used in [40].
Multiple computers in cluster can be set up to share tasks. The first computer
attached to the device can perform image acquisition and stitching while another
computer can take over the image and perform the inspection, which is example
of distributed, decentralized computing. In case when multiple inspection devices
are needed, there can be a master computer installed that runs an array of devices.
While each inspection device performs all task involved in visual inspection. The
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slave computer only alerts the centralized machine about presence of a defect - the
real industrial scenario. To switch between distributed and centralized approach
requires actually no programming effort. Another scenario, presented in the thesis,
involves single inspection device and single workstation. In this case, the appli-
cation to perform inspection is represented by light weight Windows application
that allows a user to connect the services into single processing pipeline. This kind
of use of the architecture is documented here in more detail.

The software is a Windows application that hosts independent software compo-
nents, making it open for further extension through plug-ins. Every component,
shows itself as a block in a graph. The topology of the graph can be modified by
adding, removing or reconnecting nodes in runtime. Components connect through
their input and output interfaces, thus forming complete topology of operations.
Underlying technology is DirectShow [48]. The main window of the application
is depicted in the Figure 5. It contains a typical graph in which acquired images
of fabric are captured with the array of line scan cameras. The inspection is con-
tinuous process, during which the acquisition phase and image processing phase
interleave by small amounts of data blocks. Typically only few centimeters of a
textile are acquired in one cycle, and cycles follow each other to process entire
length of material. As the acquisition of a block of data completes, the images
from each camera are stitched into single large image. The image of whole width
of material is then delivered downstream to visual inspection component, which
applies Gabor filter technique presented in the thesis. Image processing component
passes the image to the next stage, adding information about location of defects.
Next downstream component accepts both the image and location of defects and
draws rectangular markers around each. These markers are displayed as a result
on computer display. The processing in each component takes place independently
of other blocks. As soon as ’CameraLink Source Filter’ delivers a chunk of image
to ’Multiplexor filter’, it does not wait until the image reaches the ’Video Mixing
Renderer’ but starts to acquire next portion of material immediately. The ’Camer-
aLink Source filter’ uses a ring buffer associated with each camera so that no part
of moving material gets missed. All the filters use certain kind of data buffers to
keep themselves filled with data to process. There is dedicated thread or even mul-
tiple threads behind each input and output pin of each component of the graph.
The data pass through the graph asynchronously. The asynchronous manner of
data processing is similar to that of assembly line. All the computations happen
on-line, the image data reside in non-volatile memory and get discarded after the
inspection is complete. Only the position of every defect is stored permanently in
persistent storage.

The approach using Gabor filters is not universal approach for every kind of textile
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material. Any stage in the graph can be exchanged while keeping other aspects,
like image stitching, with no modification. The system is capable of exchanging
the algorithm in runtime with no need to shut down the application or change
it’s source code. For example, the image can be split just after the ’Multiplexor’
output pin and passed to multiple algorithms at once, instead of passing it to the
single ’Gabor filter’, as is depicted in the Figure 5. Meaning of each element in
the chart are explained below.

The ’Camera Link Source Filter’ is an element that represents the inspection de-
vice. After activating this component, the connection to to CameraLink grabber
is established. The grabber is an extension card inside the workstation that wires
the cameras with the workstation. The grabber transfers image bytes to computer
memory. The parameters of camera can be accessed through serial interface. A
user or a computer program can query for IGrabber interface which is standard
enumeration interface that provides the count of available cameras and a method
to open interface to each of them. The access to camera is provided through ICam-
era interface which has large set of methods that expose parameters of camera.
The ’Camera Link Source Filter’ also connects with MCD EPOS 60W stepper
motor. Definition of interfaces is provided in the Appendix D. The ’Camera Link
Source Filter’ provides image of the surface on its output pins - displayed on the
right side of the box in graph. The number of pins is dynamic; if more physical
cameras were connected at the time, each would be represented as one output pin.
The ’Camera Link Source Filter’ takes care of camera line rate synchronization
with the velocity of motion provided by the motor.

It is not possible to mount cameras to the frame with such degree of precision that
would enable image of one camera to directly overlay the image of second camera.
The effect of imperfect mounting and problems it brings to inspection is explained
in later chapter. The artifacts are that the same portion of fabric is partly du-
plicated in the image of a pair of cameras and this portion is acquired by each
camera at different time. The inspection algorithm needs to be decoupled from
this low level issues by putting the ’Multiplexor’ filter between image acquisition
and visual inspection. The ’Multiplexor’ is subject to camera calibration and per-
forms stitching of images from array of line scan cameras. Close principle is well
known as panoramic image in area scan cameras. For line scan cameras, different
relations apply. The principles are developed and explained in image acquisition
chapter. Correction of image deformation proposed in this thesis is genuine and
novel technique, unreported so far. As a side product of image rectification and
stitching into single image, the camera calibration reveals the spatial dimension
(in millimeters) covered with single pixel of digital image. The ’Multiplexor’ im-
plements the theoretical findings explained in the section 4 of this work. It has
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multiple input pins through which it consumes images of individual cameras. The
single output pin provides rectified image of the entire width of material.

The ’Gabor filter’ implements methods developed in Image processing section of
the thesis. The task that this element solves is to divide given image into small
overlapping sub windows and perform visual detection of defect. The ’Gabor filter’
passes the input image unchanged but adds the location of each indicated defect,
which is the purpose of the inspection machine.

The information about location of a defect can be stored or displayed directly
to the screen. The display is achieved by image in-painting technique provided
by ’Marker filter’. There is nothing special about this filter as it simply draws a
rectangle around each defect. The other filters present in the graph have not been
developed withing this work. These are ’Color Space Converter’ and ’Video Mixing
Renderer 9’ which draws to computer screen. Both these filters are available on
every Windows machine as they are product of Microsoft. However, the important
aspect of the system is demonstrated by using these filters. The important aspect
stands in great flexibility and readiness to integrate within existing systems. There
are many more filters available already like file writers, file readers and image
compression filters. By reusing these existing components, the system can be
turned into offline inspection system with minimum effort.

The application has been developed in C++ language for the Windows operating
system, using the Windows API directly. It has demonstrated the capability of
running intensive computer vision algorithm in real-time by utilizing asynchronous
and parallel programming paradigms, using state of the art programming tech-
niques. Nevertheless, the presented application is single use case. The importance
and real value of overall architecture is that it allows performance evaluation of
current as well as newly developed algorithms under real conditions.
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Figure 5: Software implementation of inspection system for fabric. Application’s
main window is horizontally divided into two parts that display the data flow of
current processing pipeline and the result of the inspection. Selected filters show
general design of processing components.
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3 Pinhole and line scan camera models

In this section, a pinhole camera and a line scan camera models are described.
Camera and image acquisition are tightly related areas of image processing. Fun-
damental aspects of image acquisition with line scan camera is derived from pinhole
camera model. The findings and descriptions made in this chapter allow to seam-
lessly merge multiple images that originate from an array of line scan cameras in
general position. The method of stitching images described here represent custom,
unique approach.

3.1 Pinhole camera

Image is a planar structure that records visual features of outside environment, a
scene. Creation of the image can be, up to non-linear distortions, expressed with
relations introduced by a pinhole camera. A pinhole camera represents a physical
device realizing central projection. The situation is shown in the Figure 6, in
which the center of projection C is identical to the origin of the coordinate system
associated with the camera. The image plane is perpendicular to the z axis and is
located at the distance f from the center of the camera C. The distance f is the
focal length. Every point in the scene, one of which is expressed witch the three
dimensional vector X = (X, Y, Z)T is projected into a point in the image plane
x = (x, y, f)T . Both X and x coordinates are relative to the world coordinate
frame, which is identical to camera coordinate frame in the Figure 6. The point x
is an intersection of the image plane with the line passing through camera center
C and particular point X of three dimensional scene. Coordinates of image points
are found by means of similar triangles.

x = f
X

Z
, y = f

Y

Z
(1)

The Figure 6 introduces many important notions of central projection. The center
of projection may be associated with camera optical center. Axis z is the line per-
pendicular to the image plane, it is the principal axis. Point p is the intersection
of the principal axis and the image plane, the principal point. The coordinate
x = (f X

Z
, f Y

Z
, f)T in the image plane may be rewritten as x = (f X

Z
, f Y

Z
)T , neglect-

ing the third coordinate which looses significance in resulting image. The image is
a portion of two dimensional plane R2, cropped by the field of view of real camera.
The vector x can be expressed using homogeneous notation as xh = (fX, fY, Z)T .
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Figure 6: Central projection. Point X of three dimensional scene R3 is projected
into image plane R2 so that it’s image x is defined with intersection of a line
through camera center C and the ponit X of the scene with the image plane.

The homogeneous coordinates are explained in the Appendix B. The linear map-
ping between three dimensional world points into two dimensional image points is
expressed by equation (2) using matrix notation and homogeneous vector repre-
sentation.

fXfY
Z

 =

f 0 0 0
0 f 0 0
0 0 1 0



X
Y
Z
1


xh = AXh (2)

The photo sensitive sensor of real cameras is offset in horizontal and vertical di-
rection in order to place the camera optical center into the middle of the sensor.
In digital image processing, the notion is that the origin of the image coordinates
is usually placed into the left upper corner of the image. The horizontal axis, u, of
the image increases from left to right. The vertical axis of the image, v, increases
from top of the image down to the last row of image elements. The center of
camera coordinate frame is thus offset relative to the sensor as depicted in the
Figure 7.
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Figure 7: Image coordinate frame offset (u, v) relative to camera coordinate frame
(xc, yc). Imagine looking at camera center C along the z axis.

Including camera sensor offset, it can be written that

x = f
X

Z
+ u (3)

y = f
Y

Z
+ v

fX + Zu
fY + Zv

Z

 =

f 0 u 0
0 f v 0
0 0 1 0



X
Y
Z
1

 (4)

x = K [I | 0] X,

where

K =

f 0 u
0 f v
0 0 1

 (5)

is a matrix expressing internal camera parameters.

A picture element, the pixel, if often of a rectangular shape in real digital cam-
eras. However, dimensions in the digital image are expressed using count of pixels
traveled from the left upper pixel to the target position. For that reason, an an-
isotropic scale factor sx in horizontal axis and sy in vertical axis is introduced to
image coordinates. The matrix of internal camera parameters, K, is now aug-
mented with the new parameters.
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K =

αx 0 x0

0 αy y0

0 0 1

 , (6)

where αx = sxf , αy = syf , x0 = sxu, y0 = syv.

Image of real camera can be additionally affected by distortion factor s, which
leads to skewed image. Although the skew factor s is close to zeros for CCD
cameras, the complete matrix of camera intrinsic parameters K is as follows.

K =

αx s x0

0 αy y0

0 0 1

 , (7)

Position of points in three dimensional scene is measured relative to a reference
coordinate system, also called the world coordinate frame. Important property
of the camera so far was that the center of camera coordinate frame was still
identical to the world coordinate frame. A camera, however, has general position
and orientation in the scene. Difference between camera and world frames is
expressed as translation C and rotation R of world coordinate frame, relative to
camera coordinate frame. Situation is depicted in the Figure 8. The position of
the camera and it’s orientation are called the extrinsic parameters.

Let X̃ denote non-homogeneous vector of point in world coordinate frame. Let
X̃c represent coordinate of that point in coordinate frame of a camera. Then the
following relation applies.

X̃c = RX̃−RC̃ = R(X̃− C̃), (8)

in which the matrix R captures rotation between world and camera coordinate
frames. It is expression of how the world coordinate frame is rotated against
camera coordinate frame. Vector C̃ is the position vector of the camera. The
equation 8 can be rewritten using homogeneous representation.

Xc =

[
R −RC
0T 1

]
X
Y
Z
1

 (9)

Together with internal camera parameters, equation (4), the complete mapping
between world points X into image points x is expressed by equation 10.
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Figure 8: External camera parameters express rotation and translation of world
coordinate frame against camera coordinate frame. The point O represents origin
of world coordinate frame, while the point C represents origin of camera coordinate
frame.

x =

αx s x0

0 αy y0

0 0 1

r11 r12 r13

r21 r22 r23

r31 r32 r33

1 0 0 −Cx
0 1 0 −Cy
0 0 1 −Cz



X
Y
Z
1

 = KR[I | −C]X

P = KR[I | −C] (10)

where P represents internal camera parameters αx, αy, s, x0, y0 together with ex-
ternal camera parameters R, C of general pinhole camera.

3.2 Line scan camera

Pinhole camera is a model of area scanning camera. Area scan camera acquires an
image of a scene that fits inside camera’s field of view. The field of view of area
scan camera is limited by properties of camera lens relative to width and height of
the sensor. The sensor is made out of cells arranged into two dimensional matrix -
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////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////
//
// (C) 2012--today, Alexander Grahn
//
// 3Dmenu.js
//
// version 20140923
//
////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////
//
// 3D JavaScript used by media9.sty
//
// Extended functionality of the (right click) context menu of 3D annotations.
//
//  1.) Adds the following items to the 3D context menu:
//
//   * `Generate Default View'
//
//      Finds good default camera settings, returned as options for use with
//      the \includemedia command.
//
//   * `Get Current View'
//
//      Determines camera, cross section and part settings of the current view,
//      returned as `VIEW' section that can be copied into a views file of
//      additional views. The views file is inserted using the `3Dviews' option
//      of \includemedia.
//
//   * `Cross Section'
//
//      Toggle switch to add or remove a cross section into or from the current
//      view. The cross section can be moved in the x, y, z directions using x,
//      y, z and X, Y, Z keys on the keyboard, be tilted against and spun
//      around the upright Z axis using the Up/Down and Left/Right arrow keys
//      and caled using the s and S keys.
//
//  2.) Enables manipulation of position and orientation of indiviual parts and
//      groups of parts in the 3D scene. Parts which have been selected with the
//      mouse can be scaled moved around and rotated like the cross section as
//      described above. To spin the parts around their local up-axis, keep
//      Control key pressed while using the Up/Down and Left/Right arrow keys.
//
// This work may be distributed and/or modified under the
// conditions of the LaTeX Project Public License, either version 1.3
// of this license or (at your option) any later version.
// The latest version of this license is in
//   http://www.latex-project.org/lppl.txt
// and version 1.3 or later is part of all distributions of LaTeX
// version 2005/12/01 or later.
//
// This work has the LPPL maintenance status `maintained'.
//
// The Current Maintainer of this work is A. Grahn.
//
// The code borrows heavily from Bernd Gaertners `Miniball' software,
// originally written in C++, for computing the smallest enclosing ball of a
// set of points; see: http://www.inf.ethz.ch/personal/gaertner/miniball.html
//
////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////
//host.console.show();

//constructor for doubly linked list
function List(){
  this.first_node=null;
  this.last_node=new Node(undefined);
}
List.prototype.push_back=function(x){
  var new_node=new Node(x);
  if(this.first_node==null){
    this.first_node=new_node;
    new_node.prev=null;
  }else{
    new_node.prev=this.last_node.prev;
    new_node.prev.next=new_node;
  }
  new_node.next=this.last_node;
  this.last_node.prev=new_node;
};
List.prototype.move_to_front=function(it){
  var node=it.get();
  if(node.next!=null && node.prev!=null){
    node.next.prev=node.prev;
    node.prev.next=node.next;
    node.prev=null;
    node.next=this.first_node;
    this.first_node.prev=node;
    this.first_node=node;
  }
};
List.prototype.begin=function(){
  var i=new Iterator();
  i.target=this.first_node;
  return(i);
};
List.prototype.end=function(){
  var i=new Iterator();
  i.target=this.last_node;
  return(i);
};
function Iterator(it){
  if( it!=undefined ){
    this.target=it.target;
  }else {
    this.target=null;
  }
}
Iterator.prototype.set=function(it){this.target=it.target;};
Iterator.prototype.get=function(){return(this.target);};
Iterator.prototype.deref=function(){return(this.target.data);};
Iterator.prototype.incr=function(){
  if(this.target.next!=null) this.target=this.target.next;
};
//constructor for node objects that populate the linked list
function Node(x){
  this.prev=null;
  this.next=null;
  this.data=x;
}
function sqr(r){return(r*r);}//helper function

//Miniball algorithm by B. Gaertner
function Basis(){
  this.m=0;
  this.q0=new Array(3);
  this.z=new Array(4);
  this.f=new Array(4);
  this.v=new Array(new Array(3), new Array(3), new Array(3), new Array(3));
  this.a=new Array(new Array(3), new Array(3), new Array(3), new Array(3));
  this.c=new Array(new Array(3), new Array(3), new Array(3), new Array(3));
  this.sqr_r=new Array(4);
  this.current_c=this.c[0];
  this.current_sqr_r=0;
  this.reset();
}
Basis.prototype.center=function(){return(this.current_c);};
Basis.prototype.size=function(){return(this.m);};
Basis.prototype.pop=function(){--this.m;};
Basis.prototype.excess=function(p){
  var e=-this.current_sqr_r;
  for(var k=0;k<3;++k){
    e+=sqr(p[k]-this.current_c[k]);
  }
  return(e);
};
Basis.prototype.reset=function(){
  this.m=0;
  for(var j=0;j<3;++j){
    this.c[0][j]=0;
  }
  this.current_c=this.c[0];
  this.current_sqr_r=-1;
};
Basis.prototype.push=function(p){
  var i, j;
  var eps=1e-32;
  if(this.m==0){
    for(i=0;i<3;++i){
      this.q0[i]=p[i];
    }
    for(i=0;i<3;++i){
      this.c[0][i]=this.q0[i];
    }
    this.sqr_r[0]=0;
  }else {
    for(i=0;i<3;++i){
      this.v[this.m][i]=p[i]-this.q0[i];
    }
    for(i=1;i<this.m;++i){
      this.a[this.m][i]=0;
      for(j=0;j<3;++j){
        this.a[this.m][i]+=this.v[i][j]*this.v[this.m][j];
      }
      this.a[this.m][i]*=(2/this.z[i]);
    }
    for(i=1;i<this.m;++i){
      for(j=0;j<3;++j){
        this.v[this.m][j]-=this.a[this.m][i]*this.v[i][j];
      }
    }
    this.z[this.m]=0;
    for(j=0;j<3;++j){
      this.z[this.m]+=sqr(this.v[this.m][j]);
    }
    this.z[this.m]*=2;
    if(this.z[this.m]<eps*this.current_sqr_r) return(false);
    var e=-this.sqr_r[this.m-1];
    for(i=0;i<3;++i){
      e+=sqr(p[i]-this.c[this.m-1][i]);
    }
    this.f[this.m]=e/this.z[this.m];
    for(i=0;i<3;++i){
      this.c[this.m][i]=this.c[this.m-1][i]+this.f[this.m]*this.v[this.m][i];
    }
    this.sqr_r[this.m]=this.sqr_r[this.m-1]+e*this.f[this.m]/2;
  }
  this.current_c=this.c[this.m];
  this.current_sqr_r=this.sqr_r[this.m];
  ++this.m;
  return(true);
};
function Miniball(){
  this.L=new List();
  this.B=new Basis();
  this.support_end=new Iterator();
}
Miniball.prototype.mtf_mb=function(it){
  var i=new Iterator(it);
  this.support_end.set(this.L.begin());
  if((this.B.size())==4) return;
  for(var k=new Iterator(this.L.begin());k.get()!=i.get();){
    var j=new Iterator(k);
    k.incr();
    if(this.B.excess(j.deref()) > 0){
      if(this.B.push(j.deref())){
        this.mtf_mb(j);
        this.B.pop();
        if(this.support_end.get()==j.get())
          this.support_end.incr();
        this.L.move_to_front(j);
      }
    }
  }
};
Miniball.prototype.check_in=function(b){
  this.L.push_back(b);
};
Miniball.prototype.build=function(){
  this.B.reset();
  this.support_end.set(this.L.begin());
  this.mtf_mb(this.L.end());
};
Miniball.prototype.center=function(){
  return(this.B.center());
};
Miniball.prototype.radius=function(){
  return(Math.sqrt(this.B.current_sqr_r));
};

//functions called by menu items
function calc3Dopts () {
  //create Miniball object
  var mb=new Miniball();
  //auxiliary vector
  var corner=new Vector3();
  //iterate over all visible mesh nodes in the scene
  for(i=0;i<scene.meshes.count;i++){
    var mesh=scene.meshes.getByIndex(i);
    if(!mesh.visible) continue;
    //local to parent transformation matrix
    var trans=mesh.transform;
    //build local to world transformation matrix by recursively
    //multiplying the parent's transf. matrix on the right
    var parent=mesh.parent;
    while(parent.transform){
      trans=trans.multiply(parent.transform);
      parent=parent.parent;
    }
    //get the bbox of the mesh (local coordinates)
    var bbox=mesh.computeBoundingBox();
    //transform the local bounding box corner coordinates to
    //world coordinates for bounding sphere determination
    //BBox.min
    corner.set(bbox.min);
    corner.set(trans.transformPosition(corner));
    mb.check_in(new Array(corner.x, corner.y, corner.z));
    //BBox.max
    corner.set(bbox.max);
    corner.set(trans.transformPosition(corner));
    mb.check_in(new Array(corner.x, corner.y, corner.z));
    //remaining six BBox corners
    corner.set(bbox.min.x, bbox.max.y, bbox.max.z);
    corner.set(trans.transformPosition(corner));
    mb.check_in(new Array(corner.x, corner.y, corner.z));
    corner.set(bbox.min.x, bbox.min.y, bbox.max.z);
    corner.set(trans.transformPosition(corner));
    mb.check_in(new Array(corner.x, corner.y, corner.z));
    corner.set(bbox.min.x, bbox.max.y, bbox.min.z);
    corner.set(trans.transformPosition(corner));
    mb.check_in(new Array(corner.x, corner.y, corner.z));
    corner.set(bbox.max.x, bbox.min.y, bbox.min.z);
    corner.set(trans.transformPosition(corner));
    mb.check_in(new Array(corner.x, corner.y, corner.z));
    corner.set(bbox.max.x, bbox.min.y, bbox.max.z);
    corner.set(trans.transformPosition(corner));
    mb.check_in(new Array(corner.x, corner.y, corner.z));
    corner.set(bbox.max.x, bbox.max.y, bbox.min.z);
    corner.set(trans.transformPosition(corner));
    mb.check_in(new Array(corner.x, corner.y, corner.z));
  }
  //compute the smallest enclosing bounding sphere
  mb.build();
  //
  //current camera settings
  //
  var camera=scene.cameras.getByIndex(0);
  var res=''; //initialize result string
  //aperture angle of the virtual camera (perspective projection) *or*
  //orthographic scale (orthographic projection)
  if(camera.projectionType==camera.TYPE_PERSPECTIVE){
    var aac=camera.fov*180/Math.PI;
    if(host.util.printf('%.4f', aac)!=30)
      res+=host.util.printf('\n3Daac=%s,', aac);
  }else{
      camera.viewPlaneSize=2.*mb.radius();
      res+=host.util.printf('\n3Dortho=%s,', 1./camera.viewPlaneSize);
  }
  //camera roll
  var roll = camera.roll*180/Math.PI;
  if(host.util.printf('%.4f', roll)!=0)
    res+=host.util.printf('\n3Droll=%s,',roll);
  //target to camera vector
  var c2c=new Vector3();
  c2c.set(camera.position);
  c2c.subtractInPlace(camera.targetPosition);
  c2c.normalize();
  if(!(c2c.x==0 && c2c.y==-1 && c2c.z==0))
    res+=host.util.printf('\n3Dc2c=%s %s %s,', c2c.x, c2c.y, c2c.z);
  //
  //new camera settings
  //
  //bounding sphere centre --> new camera target
  var coo=new Vector3();
  coo.set((mb.center())[0], (mb.center())[1], (mb.center())[2]);
  if(coo.length)
    res+=host.util.printf('\n3Dcoo=%s %s %s,', coo.x, coo.y, coo.z);
  //radius of orbit
  if(camera.projectionType==camera.TYPE_PERSPECTIVE){
    var roo=mb.radius()/ Math.sin(aac * Math.PI/ 360.);
  }else{
    //orthographic projection
    var roo=mb.radius();
  }
  res+=host.util.printf('\n3Droo=%s,', roo);
  //update camera settings in the viewer
  var currol=camera.roll;
  camera.targetPosition.set(coo);
  camera.position.set(coo.add(c2c.scale(roo)));
  camera.roll=currol;
  //determine background colour
  rgb=scene.background.getColor();
  if(!(rgb.r==1 && rgb.g==1 && rgb.b==1))
    res+=host.util.printf('\n3Dbg=%s %s %s,', rgb.r, rgb.g, rgb.b);
  //determine lighting scheme
  switch(scene.lightScheme){
    case scene.LIGHT_MODE_FILE:
      curlights='Artwork';break;
    case scene.LIGHT_MODE_NONE:
      curlights='None';break;
    case scene.LIGHT_MODE_WHITE:
      curlights='White';break;
    case scene.LIGHT_MODE_DAY:
      curlights='Day';break;
    case scene.LIGHT_MODE_NIGHT:
      curlights='Night';break;
    case scene.LIGHT_MODE_BRIGHT:
      curlights='Hard';break;
    case scene.LIGHT_MODE_RGB:
      curlights='Primary';break;
    case scene.LIGHT_MODE_BLUE:
      curlights='Blue';break;
    case scene.LIGHT_MODE_RED:
      curlights='Red';break;
    case scene.LIGHT_MODE_CUBE:
      curlights='Cube';break;
    case scene.LIGHT_MODE_CAD:
      curlights='CAD';break;
    case scene.LIGHT_MODE_HEADLAMP:
      curlights='Headlamp';break;
  }
  if(curlights!='Artwork')
    res+=host.util.printf('\n3Dlights=%s,', curlights);
  //determine global render mode
  switch(scene.renderMode){
    case scene.RENDER_MODE_BOUNDING_BOX:
      currender='BoundingBox';break;
    case scene.RENDER_MODE_TRANSPARENT_BOUNDING_BOX:
      currender='TransparentBoundingBox';break;
    case scene.RENDER_MODE_TRANSPARENT_BOUNDING_BOX_OUTLINE:
      currender='TransparentBoundingBoxOutline';break;
    case scene.RENDER_MODE_VERTICES:
      currender='Vertices';break;
    case scene.RENDER_MODE_SHADED_VERTICES:
      currender='ShadedVertices';break;
    case scene.RENDER_MODE_WIREFRAME:
      currender='Wireframe';break;
    case scene.RENDER_MODE_SHADED_WIREFRAME:
      currender='ShadedWireframe';break;
    case scene.RENDER_MODE_SOLID:
      currender='Solid';break;
    case scene.RENDER_MODE_TRANSPARENT:
      currender='Transparent';break;
    case scene.RENDER_MODE_SOLID_WIREFRAME:
      currender='SolidWireframe';break;
    case scene.RENDER_MODE_TRANSPARENT_WIREFRAME:
      currender='TransparentWireframe';break;
    case scene.RENDER_MODE_ILLUSTRATION:
      currender='Illustration';break;
    case scene.RENDER_MODE_SOLID_OUTLINE:
      currender='SolidOutline';break;
    case scene.RENDER_MODE_SHADED_ILLUSTRATION:
      currender='ShadedIllustration';break;
    case scene.RENDER_MODE_HIDDEN_WIREFRAME:
      currender='HiddenWireframe';break;
  }
  if(currender!='Solid')
    res+=host.util.printf('\n3Drender=%s,', currender);
  //write result string to the console
  host.console.show();
//  host.console.clear();
  host.console.println('%%\n%% Copy and paste the following text to the\n'+
    '%% option list of \\includemedia!\n%%' + res + '\n');
}

function get3Dview () {
  var camera=scene.cameras.getByIndex(0);
  var coo=camera.targetPosition;
  var c2c=camera.position.subtract(coo);
  var roo=c2c.length;
  c2c.normalize();
  var res='VIEW%=insert optional name here\n';
  if(!(coo.x==0 && coo.y==0 && coo.z==0))
    res+=host.util.printf('  COO=%s %s %s\n', coo.x, coo.y, coo.z);
  if(!(c2c.x==0 && c2c.y==-1 && c2c.z==0))
    res+=host.util.printf('  C2C=%s %s %s\n', c2c.x, c2c.y, c2c.z);
  if(roo > 1e-9)
    res+=host.util.printf('  ROO=%s\n', roo);
  var roll = camera.roll*180/Math.PI;
  if(host.util.printf('%.4f', roll)!=0)
    res+=host.util.printf('  ROLL=%s\n', roll);
  if(camera.projectionType==camera.TYPE_PERSPECTIVE){
    var aac=camera.fov * 180/Math.PI;
    if(host.util.printf('%.4f', aac)!=30)
      res+=host.util.printf('  AAC=%s\n', aac);
  }else{
    if(host.util.printf('%.4f', camera.viewPlaneSize)!=1)
      res+=host.util.printf('  ORTHO=%s\n', 1./camera.viewPlaneSize);
  }
  rgb=scene.background.getColor();
  if(!(rgb.r==1 && rgb.g==1 && rgb.b==1))
    res+=host.util.printf('  BGCOLOR=%s %s %s\n', rgb.r, rgb.g, rgb.b);
  switch(scene.lightScheme){
    case scene.LIGHT_MODE_FILE:
      curlights='Artwork';break;
    case scene.LIGHT_MODE_NONE:
      curlights='None';break;
    case scene.LIGHT_MODE_WHITE:
      curlights='White';break;
    case scene.LIGHT_MODE_DAY:
      curlights='Day';break;
    case scene.LIGHT_MODE_NIGHT:
      curlights='Night';break;
    case scene.LIGHT_MODE_BRIGHT:
      curlights='Hard';break;
    case scene.LIGHT_MODE_RGB:
      curlights='Primary';break;
    case scene.LIGHT_MODE_BLUE:
      curlights='Blue';break;
    case scene.LIGHT_MODE_RED:
      curlights='Red';break;
    case scene.LIGHT_MODE_CUBE:
      curlights='Cube';break;
    case scene.LIGHT_MODE_CAD:
      curlights='CAD';break;
    case scene.LIGHT_MODE_HEADLAMP:
      curlights='Headlamp';break;
  }
  if(curlights!='Artwork')
    res+='  LIGHTS='+curlights+'\n';
  switch(scene.renderMode){
    case scene.RENDER_MODE_BOUNDING_BOX:
      defaultrender='BoundingBox';break;
    case scene.RENDER_MODE_TRANSPARENT_BOUNDING_BOX:
      defaultrender='TransparentBoundingBox';break;
    case scene.RENDER_MODE_TRANSPARENT_BOUNDING_BOX_OUTLINE:
      defaultrender='TransparentBoundingBoxOutline';break;
    case scene.RENDER_MODE_VERTICES:
      defaultrender='Vertices';break;
    case scene.RENDER_MODE_SHADED_VERTICES:
      defaultrender='ShadedVertices';break;
    case scene.RENDER_MODE_WIREFRAME:
      defaultrender='Wireframe';break;
    case scene.RENDER_MODE_SHADED_WIREFRAME:
      defaultrender='ShadedWireframe';break;
    case scene.RENDER_MODE_SOLID:
      defaultrender='Solid';break;
    case scene.RENDER_MODE_TRANSPARENT:
      defaultrender='Transparent';break;
    case scene.RENDER_MODE_SOLID_WIREFRAME:
      defaultrender='SolidWireframe';break;
    case scene.RENDER_MODE_TRANSPARENT_WIREFRAME:
      defaultrender='TransparentWireframe';break;
    case scene.RENDER_MODE_ILLUSTRATION:
      defaultrender='Illustration';break;
    case scene.RENDER_MODE_SOLID_OUTLINE:
      defaultrender='SolidOutline';break;
    case scene.RENDER_MODE_SHADED_ILLUSTRATION:
      defaultrender='ShadedIllustration';break;
    case scene.RENDER_MODE_HIDDEN_WIREFRAME:
      defaultrender='HiddenWireframe';break;
  }
  if(defaultrender!='Solid')
    res+='  RENDERMODE='+defaultrender+'\n';

  //detect existing Clipping Plane (3D Cross Section)
  var clip=null;
  if(
    clip=scene.nodes.getByName('$$$$$$')||
    clip=scene.nodes.getByName('Clipping Plane')
  );
  for(var i=0;i<scene.nodes.count;i++){
    var nd=scene.nodes.getByIndex(i);
    if(nd==clip||nd.name=='') continue;
    var ndUTFName='';
    for (var j=0; j<nd.name.length; j++) {
      var theUnicode = nd.name.charCodeAt(j).toString(16);
      while (theUnicode.length<4) theUnicode = '0' + theUnicode;
      ndUTFName += theUnicode;
    }
    var end=nd.name.lastIndexOf('.');
    if(end>0) var ndUserName=nd.name.substr(0,end);
    else var ndUserName=nd.name;
    respart='  PART='+ndUserName+'\n';
    respart+='    UTF16NAME='+ndUTFName+'\n';
    defaultvals=true;
    if(!nd.visible){
      respart+='    VISIBLE=false\n';
      defaultvals=false;
    }
    if(nd.opacity<1.0){
      respart+='    OPACITY='+nd.opacity+'\n';
      defaultvals=false;
    }
    if(nd.constructor.name=='Mesh'){
      currender=defaultrender;
      switch(nd.renderMode){
        case scene.RENDER_MODE_BOUNDING_BOX:
          currender='BoundingBox';break;
        case scene.RENDER_MODE_TRANSPARENT_BOUNDING_BOX:
          currender='TransparentBoundingBox';break;
        case scene.RENDER_MODE_TRANSPARENT_BOUNDING_BOX_OUTLINE:
          currender='TransparentBoundingBoxOutline';break;
        case scene.RENDER_MODE_VERTICES:
          currender='Vertices';break;
        case scene.RENDER_MODE_SHADED_VERTICES:
          currender='ShadedVertices';break;
        case scene.RENDER_MODE_WIREFRAME:
          currender='Wireframe';break;
        case scene.RENDER_MODE_SHADED_WIREFRAME:
          currender='ShadedWireframe';break;
        case scene.RENDER_MODE_SOLID:
          currender='Solid';break;
        case scene.RENDER_MODE_TRANSPARENT:
          currender='Transparent';break;
        case scene.RENDER_MODE_SOLID_WIREFRAME:
          currender='SolidWireframe';break;
        case scene.RENDER_MODE_TRANSPARENT_WIREFRAME:
          currender='TransparentWireframe';break;
        case scene.RENDER_MODE_ILLUSTRATION:
          currender='Illustration';break;
        case scene.RENDER_MODE_SOLID_OUTLINE:
          currender='SolidOutline';break;
        case scene.RENDER_MODE_SHADED_ILLUSTRATION:
          currender='ShadedIllustration';break;
        case scene.RENDER_MODE_HIDDEN_WIREFRAME:
          currender='HiddenWireframe';break;
        //case scene.RENDER_MODE_DEFAULT:
        //  currender='Default';break;
      }
      if(currender!=defaultrender){
        respart+='    RENDERMODE='+currender+'\n';
        defaultvals=false;
      }
    }
    if(origtrans[nd.name]&&!nd.transform.isEqual(origtrans[nd.name])){
      var lvec=nd.transform.transformDirection(new Vector3(1,0,0));
      var uvec=nd.transform.transformDirection(new Vector3(0,1,0));
      var vvec=nd.transform.transformDirection(new Vector3(0,0,1));
      respart+='    TRANSFORM='
               +lvec.x+' '+lvec.y+' '+lvec.z+' '
               +uvec.x+' '+uvec.y+' '+uvec.z+' '
               +vvec.x+' '+vvec.y+' '+vvec.z+' '
               +nd.transform.translation.x+' '
               +nd.transform.translation.y+' '
               +nd.transform.translation.z+'\n';
      defaultvals=false;
    }
    respart+='  END\n';
    if(!defaultvals) res+=respart;
  }
  if(clip){
    var centre=clip.transform.translation;
    var normal=clip.transform.transformDirection(new Vector3(0,0,1));
    res+='  CROSSSECT\n';
    if(!(centre.x==0 && centre.y==0 && centre.z==0))
      res+=host.util.printf(
        '    CENTER=%s %s %s\n', centre.x, centre.y, centre.z);
    if(!(normal.x==1 && normal.y==0 && normal.z==0))
      res+=host.util.printf(
        '    NORMAL=%s %s %s\n', normal.x, normal.y, normal.z);
    res+=host.util.printf(
      '    VISIBLE=%s\n', clip.visible);
    res+=host.util.printf(
      '    PLANECOLOR=%s %s %s\n', clip.material.emissiveColor.r,
             clip.material.emissiveColor.g, clip.material.emissiveColor.b);
    res+=host.util.printf(
      '    OPACITY=%s\n', clip.opacity);
    res+=host.util.printf(
      '    INTERSECTIONCOLOR=%s %s %s\n',
        clip.wireframeColor.r, clip.wireframeColor.g, clip.wireframeColor.b);
    res+='  END\n';
//    for(var propt in clip){
//      console.println(propt+':'+clip[propt]);
//    }
  }
  res+='END\n';
  host.console.show();
//  host.console.clear();
  host.console.println('%%\n%% Add the following VIEW section to a file of\n'+
    '%% predefined views (See option "3Dviews"!).\n%%\n' +
    '%% The view may be given a name after VIEW=...\n' +
    '%% (Remove \'%\' in front of \'=\'.)\n%%');
  host.console.println(res + '\n');
}

//add items to 3D context menu
runtime.addCustomMenuItem("dfltview", "Generate Default View", "default", 0);
runtime.addCustomMenuItem("currview", "Get Current View", "default", 0);
runtime.addCustomMenuItem("csection", "Cross Section", "checked", 0);

//menu event handlers
menuEventHandler = new MenuEventHandler();
menuEventHandler.onEvent = function(e) {
  switch(e.menuItemName){
    case "dfltview": calc3Dopts(); break;
    case "currview": get3Dview(); break;
    case "csection":
      addremoveClipPlane(e.menuItemChecked);
      break;
  }
};
runtime.addEventHandler(menuEventHandler);

//global variable taking reference to currently selected node;
var target=null;
selectionEventHandler=new SelectionEventHandler();
selectionEventHandler.onEvent=function(e){
  if(e.selected&&e.node.name!=''){
    target=e.node;
  }else{
    target=null;
  }
}
runtime.addEventHandler(selectionEventHandler);

cameraEventHandler=new CameraEventHandler();
cameraEventHandler.onEvent=function(e){
  var clip=null;
  runtime.removeCustomMenuItem("csection");
  runtime.addCustomMenuItem("csection", "Cross Section", "checked", 0);
  if(clip=scene.nodes.getByName('$$$$$$')|| //predefined
    scene.nodes.getByName('Clipping Plane')){ //added via context menu
    runtime.removeCustomMenuItem("csection");
    runtime.addCustomMenuItem("csection", "Cross Section", "checked", 1);
  }
  if(clip){//plane in predefined views must be rotated by 90 deg around normal
    clip.transform.rotateAboutLineInPlace(
      Math.PI/2,clip.transform.translation,
      clip.transform.transformDirection(new Vector3(0,0,1))
    );
  }
  for(var i=0; i<rot4x4.length; i++){rot4x4[i].setIdentity()}
  target=null;
}
runtime.addEventHandler(cameraEventHandler);

var rot4x4=new Array(); //keeps track of spin and tilt axes transformations
//key event handler for scaling moving, spinning and tilting objects
keyEventHandler=new KeyEventHandler();
keyEventHandler.onEvent=function(e){
  var backtrans=new Matrix4x4();
  var trgt=null;
  if(target) {
    trgt=target;
    var backtrans=new Matrix4x4();
    var trans=trgt.transform;
    var parent=trgt.parent;
    while(parent.transform){
      //build local to world transformation matrix
      trans.multiplyInPlace(parent.transform);
      //also build world to local back-transformation matrix
      backtrans.multiplyInPlace(parent.transform.inverse.transpose);
      parent=parent.parent;
    }
    backtrans.transposeInPlace();
  }else{
    if(
      trgt=scene.nodes.getByName('$$$$$$')||
      trgt=scene.nodes.getByName('Clipping Plane')
    ) var trans=trgt.transform;
  }
  if(!trgt) return;

  var tname=trgt.name;
  if(typeof(rot4x4[tname])=='undefined') rot4x4[tname]=new Matrix4x4();
  if(target)
    var tiltAxis=rot4x4[tname].transformDirection(new Vector3(0,1,0));
  else  
    var tiltAxis=trans.transformDirection(new Vector3(0,1,0));
  var spinAxis=rot4x4[tname].transformDirection(new Vector3(0,0,1));

  //get the centre of the mesh
  if(target&&trgt.constructor.name=='Mesh'){
    var centre=trans.transformPosition(trgt.computeBoundingBox().center);
  }else{ //part group (Node3 parent node, clipping plane)
    var centre=new Vector3(trans.translation);
  }
  switch(e.characterCode){
    case 30://tilt up
      rot4x4[tname].rotateAboutLineInPlace(
          -Math.PI/900,rot4x4[tname].translation,tiltAxis);
      trans.rotateAboutLineInPlace(-Math.PI/900,centre,tiltAxis);
      break;
    case 31://tilt down
      rot4x4[tname].rotateAboutLineInPlace(
          Math.PI/900,rot4x4[tname].translation,tiltAxis);
      trans.rotateAboutLineInPlace(Math.PI/900,centre,tiltAxis);
      break;
    case 28://spin right
      if(e.ctrlKeyDown&&target){
        trans.rotateAboutLineInPlace(-Math.PI/900,centre,spinAxis);
      }else{
        rot4x4[tname].rotateAboutLineInPlace(
            -Math.PI/900,rot4x4[tname].translation,new Vector3(0,0,1));
        trans.rotateAboutLineInPlace(-Math.PI/900,centre,new Vector3(0,0,1));
      }
      break;
    case 29://spin left
      if(e.ctrlKeyDown&&target){
        trans.rotateAboutLineInPlace(Math.PI/900,centre,spinAxis);
      }else{
        rot4x4[tname].rotateAboutLineInPlace(
            Math.PI/900,rot4x4[tname].translation,new Vector3(0,0,1));
        trans.rotateAboutLineInPlace(Math.PI/900,centre,new Vector3(0,0,1));
      }
      break;
    case 120: //x
      translateTarget(trans, new Vector3(1,0,0), e);
      break;
    case 121: //y
      translateTarget(trans, new Vector3(0,1,0), e);
      break;
    case 122: //z
      translateTarget(trans, new Vector3(0,0,1), e);
      break;
    case 88: //shift + x
      translateTarget(trans, new Vector3(-1,0,0), e);
      break;
    case 89: //shift + y
      translateTarget(trans, new Vector3(0,-1,0), e);
      break;
    case 90: //shift + z
      translateTarget(trans, new Vector3(0,0,-1), e);
      break;
    case 115: //s
      trans.translateInPlace(centre.scale(-1));
      trans.scaleInPlace(1.01);
      trans.translateInPlace(centre.scale(1));
      break;
    case 83: //shift + s
      trans.translateInPlace(centre.scale(-1));
      trans.scaleInPlace(1/1.01);
      trans.translateInPlace(centre.scale(1));
      break;
  }
  trans.multiplyInPlace(backtrans);
}
runtime.addEventHandler(keyEventHandler);

//translates object by amount calculated from Canvas size
function translateTarget(t, d, e){
  var cam=scene.cameras.getByIndex(0);
  if(cam.projectionType==cam.TYPE_PERSPECTIVE){
    var scale=Math.tan(cam.fov/2)
              *cam.targetPosition.subtract(cam.position).length
              /Math.min(e.canvasPixelWidth,e.canvasPixelHeight);
  }else{
    var scale=cam.viewPlaneSize/2
              /Math.min(e.canvasPixelWidth,e.canvasPixelHeight);
  }
  t.translateInPlace(d.scale(scale));
}

function addremoveClipPlane(chk) {
  var curTrans=getCurTrans();
  var clip=scene.createClippingPlane();
  if(chk){
    //add Clipping Plane and place its center either into the camera target
    //position or into the centre of the currently selected mesh node
    var centre=new Vector3();
    if(target){
      var trans=target.transform;
      var parent=target.parent;
      while(parent.transform){
        trans=trans.multiply(parent.transform);
        parent=parent.parent;
      }
      if(target.constructor.name=='Mesh'){
        var centre=trans.transformPosition(target.computeBoundingBox().center);
      }else{
        var centre=new Vector3(trans.translation);
      }
      target=null;
    }else{
      centre.set(scene.cameras.getByIndex(0).targetPosition);
    }
    clip.transform.setView(
      new Vector3(0,0,0), new Vector3(1,0,0), new Vector3(0,1,0));
    clip.transform.translateInPlace(centre);
  }else{
    if(
      scene.nodes.getByName('$$$$$$')||
      scene.nodes.getByName('Clipping Plane')
    ){
      clip.remove();clip=null;
    }
  }
  restoreTrans(curTrans);
  return clip;
}

//function to store current transformation matrix of all nodes in the scene
function getCurTrans() {
  var tA=new Array();
  for(var i=0; i<scene.nodes.count; i++){
    var nd=scene.nodes.getByIndex(i);
    if(nd.name=='') continue;
    tA[nd.name]=new Matrix4x4(nd.transform);
  }
  return tA;
}

//function to restore transformation matrices given as arg
function restoreTrans(tA) {
  for(var i=0; i<scene.nodes.count; i++){
    var nd=scene.nodes.getByIndex(i);
    if(tA[nd.name]) nd.transform.set(tA[nd.name]);
  }
}

//store original transformation matrix of all mesh nodes in the scene
var origtrans=getCurTrans();

//set initial state of "Cross Section" menu entry
cameraEventHandler.onEvent(1);

//host.console.clear();



////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////
//
// (C) 2012, Michail Vidiassov, John C. Bowman, Alexander Grahn
//
// asylabels.js
//
// version 20120912
//
////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////
//
// 3D JavaScript to be used with media9.sty (option `add3Djscript') for
// Asymptote generated PRC files
//
// adds billboard behaviour to text labels in Asymptote PRC files so that
// they always face the camera under 3D rotation.
//
//
// This work may be distributed and/or modified under the
// conditions of the LaTeX Project Public License, either version 1.3
// of this license or (at your option) any later version.
// The latest version of this license is in
//   http://www.latex-project.org/lppl.txt
// and version 1.3 or later is part of all distributions of LaTeX
// version 2005/12/01 or later.
//
// This work has the LPPL maintenance status `maintained'.
// 
// The Current Maintainer of this work is A. Grahn.
//
////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////

var bbnodes=new Array(); // billboard meshes
var bbtrans=new Array(); // billboard transforms

function fulltransform(mesh) 
{ 
  var t=new Matrix4x4(mesh.transform); 
  if(mesh.parent.name != "") { 
    var parentTransform=fulltransform(mesh.parent); 
    t.multiplyInPlace(parentTransform); 
    return t; 
  } else
    return t; 
} 

// find all text labels in the scene and determine pivoting points
var nodes=scene.nodes;
var nodescount=nodes.count;
var third=1.0/3.0;
for(var i=0; i < nodescount; i++) {
  var node=nodes.getByIndex(i); 
  var name=node.name;
  var end=name.lastIndexOf(".")-1;
  if(end > 0) {
    if(name.charAt(end) == "\001") {
      var start=name.lastIndexOf("-")+1;
      if(end > start) {
        node.name=name.substr(0,start-1);
        var nodeMatrix=fulltransform(node.parent);
        var c=nodeMatrix.translation; // position
        var d=Math.pow(Math.abs(nodeMatrix.determinant),third); // scale
        bbnodes.push(node);
        bbtrans.push(Matrix4x4().scale(d,d,d).translate(c).multiply(nodeMatrix.inverse));
      }
    }
  }
}

var camera=scene.cameras.getByIndex(0); 
var zero=new Vector3(0,0,0);
var bbcount=bbnodes.length;

// event handler to maintain camera-facing text labels
billboardHandler=new RenderEventHandler();
billboardHandler.onEvent=function(event)
{
  var T=new Matrix4x4();
  T.setView(zero,camera.position.subtract(camera.targetPosition),
            camera.up.subtract(camera.position));

  for(var j=0; j < bbcount; j++)
    bbnodes[j].transform.set(T.multiply(bbtrans[j]));
  runtime.refresh(); 
}
runtime.addEventHandler(billboardHandler);

runtime.refresh();





into rows and columns of semiconductors sensitive to light. Another camera exists,
called line scan camera, that features only single row of detectors. Line scan camera
captures along single dimension at a time. The field of view of a line scan camera
is limited to single line segment, so that it’s image has resolution of width×1 pixel,
where width stands for number of pixels of a sensor. The line scan camera acquires
single line at a time at higher frequency that the area scan camera. The planar
image of the line scan camera is achieved by stacking multiple lines consecutively.
The requirement is that either a scene or a camera change position between two
lines, so that each line captures different portion of a scene. The advantage of a
line scan camera over an area scan model is the arrangement of pixels in single
row, which gives great resolution across moving material at reasonable price. It
is also technically simpler and more cost effective to achieve uniform illumination
along single line than over an area of a material. The concentration of light to
narrow line provides sufficient amount of light to acquire reasonable image with
line exposure times in order of microseconds. In contrast to single shot area scan
cameras, the image of a line scan camera is generated gradually as camera moves
against material or vice versa. Another advantage of a line scan camera is that
vertical resolution of it’s image is freely adjustable - the image of entire material
can be easily split into small sections. Regarding current system, two cameras are
static and the material moves.

The principle of image acquisition with line scan camera was given in [49]. It is
illustrated here in the Figure 9 and described with relation to prototype device.
There are two coordinate frames - the world frame, W, and the camera coordinate
frame, C in the Figure 9. These two coordinate frames are translated and rotated
with respect to each other. The plane β is a plane in which all world points of
inspected material move with velocity vw. The plane β is a plane Z = 0 here.
Line scan camera, C, is placed above the plane β. The orientation of the camera
is so that the camera can see points on the world plane β. The sensor of line scan
camera is oriented along camera’s yc axis, which is, in ideal case, perpendicular
to vector of motion vw. The field of view of the camera C is depicted with the
triangle which lies in the plane α. The line in the plane β depicts the intersection
between acquisition plane of the camera, α, with the world plane β. Particular
point in world plane β is the point X = (X, Y, Z, 1)T . This point, as well as all
points in the plane β, moves with velocity vw = (vx, vy, vz)

T with respect to world
coordinate frame. The point X will be acquired by the camera when it passes
through the acquisition plane α. Two dimensional image is achieved by stacking
subsequent image rows. The width of line scan camera image is given by image
sensor width. The height, in contrast, has no physical limit - it depends purely on
the number of captured rows.
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Figure 9: Principle of line-scan camera acquisition. The plane β represents points
of planar scene in world coordinate frame, W, that move with common velocity
vw. One of these points is the point X. Camera, C, is placed above the plane β
and is oriented toward the plane β. Camera position and orientation form camera
coordinate frame. The camera is line-scan, which implies that it’s FOV is limited
by single row of pixels at the moment of acquisition. Thus the FOV of camera,
C, lies in the acquisition plane α. Point X will be viewed by camera C only at
time t when the point X reaches position X′. Point X′ lies on a line formed by
intersection of acquisition plane α with the scene plane β.
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Let’s consider the world and the camera coordinate frames were equal. Intrinsic
camera matrix K is similar to pinhole camera matrix but the first row, which is
not homogeneous, is different for a line scan camera.

K =

1 0 0
0 f pv
0 0 1

 (11)

Vertical position of image points (perpendicular to image sensor) depends on the
motion of the scene. The horizontal position of image points (along to image
sensor) depends on focal length f and principal point offset pv.

 X
fY + pv

Z

 =

1 0 0 0
0 f pv 0
0 0 1 0



X
Y
Z
1

 (12)

With reference to the Figure 9, the point X = (X, Y, Z, 1)T is going to reach
acquisition plane α of the camera C at certain time. At that time, the position
of the point X = (X, Y, Z, 1)T will be X′ = (X ′, Y ′, Z ′, 1)T = (0, Y ′, Z ′, 1)T . Note
that the coordinate X’ is zero, X ′ = 0, in camera coordinate frame, since the point
lies at the intersection of planes α and β, hence in the acquisition plane α. This
happens at time t = 1

vx
X. The position of the image of the point X′, when it hits

the acquisition plane of line scan camera, can be expressed in matrix form.

 t
ωu
ω

 =

1 0 0
0 f pv
0 0 1

−1/vx 0 0 0
−vy/vx 1 0 0
−vz/vx 0 1 0



X
Y
Z
1

 (13)

The equation 13 shows that vertical coordinates of image points rely on the velocity
of motion but not on camera intrinsic parameters. The vertical coordinate of the
line scanned image obeys the orthogonal projection. Whereas the image points
lying along the sensor, obey the central projection - as if they were captured with
area scan (pinhole) camera. The above statement applies only to the ideal camera
mounted perpendicular to the motion of the scene. The ideal camera can not be
achieved in reality.

Since the camera and world coordinate frames are not identical, the transformation
from world to camera frame is expressed, similarly to pinhole camera, with extrinsic
parameters.
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x =

 t
ωu
ω

 =

1 0 0
0 f pv
0 0 1

−1/vx 0 0
−vy/vx 1 0
−vz/vx 0 1

 [R −RC
] 
X
Y
Z
1

 = MX (14)

M = KQR[I | −C] (15)

The element R[I | −C] maps from world to camera coordinate frames. Then the
Q matrix represents velocity of the scene in camera coordinate frame. The matrix
K holds line scan camera intrinsics, which means the properties of optics and the
CCD sensor. The matrix M represents 3× 4 line scan camera matrix. The matrix
M is a mapping between points of a scene in world frame, X = (X, Y, Z, 1)T , and
image of these points, x = (x, ωy, ω)T , in line scan camera coordinate frame. Only
last two rows of M are homogeneous [50].

The effect of line scan camera rotation on image distortion is depicted in the
Figure 10, in which the two coordinate frames - the world frame, W, and camera
coordinate frame, C, are shown together. Acquired scene is depicted with the right-
angled, dashed triangle (e, f, g). The three points (e, f, g) move along world’s xw
axis with velocity vector vw = (vwx, 0, 0)T . The camera is rotated relative to the
world around the z axis as indicated by xc,yc coordinates. The acquisition line
indicates intersection between world plane and camera acquisition plane. Only
world points lying on the acquisition line are inside the field of view of the camera.
The motion of the material, vw, expressed in camera coordinate frame, vc =
(vcx, vcy, 0)T , shows that material moves sideways from the point of view of the
camera. At certain time the point f hits acquisition line and gets acquired by
camera. This is how the image f ′ of the point f is generated in theFigure 10b.
The planar image of line scan camera is produced by stacking subsequent image
lines one under the other along the vertical axis of the camera. Thus image of the
point f , the f ′, is going to move along camera’s xc axis in camera coordinate frame
as shown in the Figure 10c in which the point e hits acquisition line. The image
of point f , the f ′, does not move along vcx but along the xc direction; the line
between the point f and the point g is not the broken line between the points f ′

and g. Finally the point g hits acquisition line in the Figure 10d and right angled
triangle (e, f, g) is is acquired in the image of triangle (e′, f ′, g′), which is not right
angled. The relative rotation between world and camera around the z axis is the
cause of image skewness.

Example presented in the Figure 10 shows, that even acquisition with single line
scan camera introduces deformation of the scene as perceived by camera. The
problem gets more complicated when multiple cameras are used to capture wide
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Figure 10: Effect of line scan camera position on image distortion. The four sub
figures are show, which present movement of material in four consecutive time
instants. The figure (a) shows the world coordinate frame, W = (xw, yw)T and
camera coordinate frame C = (xc, yc)

T . The inspected material moves along the
velocity vector vw, whose orientation is along the xw axis. The velocity vector vw is
perceived by camera as vector vc, whose orientation is not identical to orientation
of camera’s xc axis. The acquisition line is associated with cameras yc axis and
the dashed line denotes what portion of world does the camera see (field of view).
Three points of inspected material (e, f, g) are going to hit acquisition line. The
point f hits the acquisition line in the figure (b). The point f is going to show
in the image as the point f ′. At the next camera clock, another line of pixels is
acquired and the point f ′ is moved one pixel down the image along xc axis. The
process repeats, in the figure (c) until the point e hits the acquisition line and
shows in the image as the point e′. The figure (c) shows how camera distorts the
scene due to rotation between the two coordinate systems. When the point g hist
the acquisition line it is viewed as g′ and the image of right angled triangle (e, f, g)
has been acquired as (e′, f ′, g′). The triangle (e′, f ′, g′) is not right angled, because
rotation between W and C along z axis causes shear deformation. When a camera
is mounted on an inspection device, rotations along all three x, y and z axes are
present due to imperfect assembly of inspection device.
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scene because each camera introduces it’s unique deformations. There is no way
to stitch raw images produced with multiple line scan cameras.

3.3 Stitching line-scanned images

The fact, that line scan camera will never be mounted perpendicular to motion
vector of material, is the reason for distortion that is present in raw image of line
scan camera. The Figure 11 presents example of scanning a chess with two line
scan cameras in general position. Image of camera on the left, A, and the image
of camera on the right, B suffer mainly from shear deformation due to camera
rotation around z axis. Although the chess consists of rectangular pattern, the
deformation causes rectangles to be perceived as diamond shape, as shown in the
Figure 12. To perform material inspection correctly on the entire width of textile
material, the image of each camera shall be rectified. Then the images can be
merged into single large image and passed to visual inspection algorithm. The
approach to combine image of camera on the left with image of camera on the
right is described in following paragraphs.

The chess moves with velocity vw = (vwx, 0, 0)T . For convenient explanation, it is
assumed that the optical centers of two cameras have the same Zω coordinate and
equivalent intrinsic parameters K. If cameras also had the same rotation matrix
RA = RB, and if the rotation matrices were the identity matrix, RA = RB = I,
then there would be no image distortion and the stitching of images could have
been done with simple translation. The translation of, let’s say, right camera to
the image of left camera would stitch the two images into complete view of entire
scene. In reality it is not possible to mount both cameras unrotated with respect
to world coordinate frame. The strategy is to remove distortion of the image of
real camera as if it was produced by the camera whose rotation was an identity
matrix. Then, translate image of the right camera, B, to merge to image of the
left camera A.

The firs step is camera calibration. The calibration can be done with standard
procedure - taking a set of points in world coordinates and finding these points
in the image of the camera. The outcome of the calibration is camera projection
matrix M. Having 3× 4 line scan camera matrix M, camera intrinsic and extrin-
sic parameters can be recovered with the QR decomposition as described in the
Appendix A. Decomposition reveals parameters of the scene velocity in camera
coordinate frame, Q, camera rotation matrix, R, position of the camera in world
frame, C, and intrinsic camera parameters matrix K. Combining these three pa-
rameters, a 3 × 3 matrix N can be found that maps the image of calibrated real
camera to the image of imaginary camera, that has arbitrary position and orien-
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Figure 11: Image acquisition with two line-scan cameras. Camera A and B have
unique position and orientation in world coordinate frame W. Acquired feature,
the object, is a chess. The chess is a grid of alternating white and black fields.
Intrinsic and extrinsic parameters of both cameras are constant in time, while the
chess moves. The chess here is simply to illustrate a set of points on a world plane,
see Figure 9.
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tation in world frame. The matrix N is a homograhpy matrix, since the textile
material is flat, planar object [50].

It has been shown in the Figure 10 that image is distorted due to camera ori-
entation, R, and as a consequence of this rotation, due to the velocity vector of
relative motion between the camera and material, the Q matrix. Elements of ma-
trix Q come from motion vector of material as perceived by camera, the equation
15. There exists an ideal camera, which is mounted perpendicular to motion of
material, whose rotation matrix is the identity matrix R = I and velocity vector
of material is identical in both world and ideal camera coordinate frames vw = vc.
The vector of motion in world coordinates is revealed with inverse of camera ro-
tation matrix, which is equivalent to its transposition [51, 52].

vw =

vwxvwy
vwz

 = RTvc (16)

The velocity matrix S of ideal camera is

S =

 −1/vwx 0 0
−vwy/vwx 1 0
−vwz/vwx 0 1

 (17)

which captures the motion of a material in world coordinate frame.

The ideal camera produces undistorted image but is not physically available. It is
developed and shown here, that transformation between physical and ideal camera
can be recovered from calibration procedure of the physical camera. The image
produced by physical camera can be transformed as if it was captured by the ideal
camera. The image of the ideal camera does not contain distortions. Distortions
prevent from correct material inspection. They also prevent from compositions of
multiple images into large panoramic view of entire width of the material in case
the acquisition is performed with multiple cameras.

What is available after image acquisition with physical camera is a set of image
points x = (x, y, 1)T , see equation 13. The quantity ω is not captured, as the
image sensor gives only two dimensional image in non-homogeneous coordinates.
Recall that following transformation was applied by the image sensor, from equa-
tion 15

x = MX = KQR[I | −C]X (18)
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Figure 12: With relation to the Figure 11; (a) the image of the left camera A. The
image contains black fields that indicate here, that this portion of whole chess is
visible to left camera, while the dashed portion on the right side of (a) indicates
the portion of the chess that is outside of the field of view of the A. (b) the image
of the right camera B. The same applies to image of this camera. Each camera
acquires different portion of the whole object. Note high degree of shear distortion
due to camera rotation around zw axis. The left camera is rotated by tan−1(1

4
),

while camera on the right is rotated by tan−1(−1
4
).

The task is to display the set of points x as if it was viewed by the camera
whose rotation matrix was the identity matrix, R = I, the motion of inspected
material was along the camera’s xc axis. Hence, if the following applied during
acquisition

M = KSI[I | −C] = KS[I | −C] (19)

The element that causes distortion is the QR, but the whole expression KQR has
already been applied to the world point X, and it has been encoded into the image
point x. It is necessary to undo the entire expression KQR, and exchange it with
the ideal camera KS.

KS[I | −C] = KS(KQR)−1KQR[I | −C] (20)

Let

N = KS(KQR)−1 (21)
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then the image perceived by ideal camera is

y = NMX (22)

and the undistorted image y of original image x is given by

y = Nx = N

 t
ωu
ω

 (23)

The problem of equation 23 is that the digital image captures only the t and ωu
elements in its pixel coordinates (t, ωu)T = (xim, yim)T . The ω is encoded in yim
coordinate but it is not known explicitly. Thanks to the calibration, the ω can be
found, again, from known camera matrix M as follows. The i -th and j -th element
of M is denoted mij. The model in the Figure 9 was chosen such that all point of
inspected material move on the plane β which is the plane Z = 0.

 t
ωu
ω

 =

m11 m12 m13 m14

m21 m22 m23 m24

m31 m32 m33 m34



X
Y
0
1

 (24)

In this particular case, when the Z coordinate is zero, the third column of camera
matrix M can be omitted and the transformation from world to image is

 t
ωu
ω

 =

m11 m12 m14

m21 m22 m24

m31 m32 m34

XY
1

 (25)

The content of the digital image is

[
xim
yim

]
=

[
m11 m12 m14

m21 m22 m24

]XY
1

 (26)

From the last row of equation 25, the ω for particular image pixel is recovered
as

ω = m31 ·X +m32 · Y +m34
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where the X and Y come from equation 26

[
X
Y

]
=

[
m11 m12

m21 m22

]−1 [
xim −m14

yim −m24

]
(27)

After the ω is found for the image point x and stored as xω, the image distortion can
be undone with the ’unrotation matrix’ N into undistorted coordinates y.

x =

ximyim
1

 xω =

 t
ωy
ω



y = Nxω (28)

Resulting pair of images is illustrated in the Figure 13. The two images are related
only by translation, which can be obtained from pair of respective unrotated cam-
era matrices. Having two line scan cameras MA, MB and their unrotated versions
UA, UB, obtained from equation 21, as

UA = NAMA UB = NBMB (29)

the parameters of translation matrix can be extracted from A and B as fol-
lows.

f l = A22 f r = B22

tlx = A14 trx = B14

tly = A24 try = B24

tlz = A34 trz = B34

The translation matrix, T, that joins image of one camera to the image of the
second camera is in the form
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Figure 13: Rectified images of left and right camera depicted in Figure 12. Both
left (a) and right (b) are not distorted as if they were captured with ideal cameras.

tx = tlx − trx

ty =
f l · trz
f r · tlz

−
f l · try
f r · tlz

+
tly
tlz

T =

1 0 tx
0 1 ty
0 0 1

 (30)

Let’s denote points of the left unrotated camera image ya and points of the right
unrotated camera image yb. Image points of stitched image, containing image of
both cameras are ys. The image of the left ideal camera is copied into the stitched
image with no modification, while image of ideal camera on the right is translated
by T.

Ideally the field of view of the second camera would seamlessly follow the field
of view of the first camera. In reality, cameras are mounted so that their images
overlap and portion of a scene is visible in both cameras. Following two equa-
tion are symbolic and mean combination of the two images into single panoramic
image ys.

ys = Iya and1 ys = Tyb (31)

1The and means blending of intensity to achieve soft joint between two images; a technique
known as a panorama or image mosaic.
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Figure 14: Panoramic image made by stitching rectified images of left and right
camera. Image of left camera is augmented with the image of right camera, thus
making single image of whole object (the chess). Still there is an imperfection in
the middle of merged image, which is intended here. This is the dashed area of the
chess that was not covered with either left or right camera. This demonstrates the
feature of presented technique, that two images do not need to overlap in order
to make a panorama. Full panoramic image may be achieved by moving cameras
closer together, rotating them or adjusting their focal length.

The presented method of image rectification and image stitching provides advan-
tage it that the image of inspected material is not geometrically deformed. Also
images of any number of rectified cameras can be stitched together, forming the
image of entire scene. The field of view of array of cameras need not overlap at all
in order to make the panorama with the proposed technique. Thanks to camera
calibration, the location of each pixel, hence the location of defect, is known di-
rectly in world coordinates. Disadvantage of the method is in the need to calibrate
each camera.
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4 Image processing

The preceding section considered formation of image with line scan camera. The
section 4 concentrates on the content captured in the image and what information
can be extracted from its pixels.

Majority of fabrics consist of two perpendicular yarns. The way these yarns are
woven gives the final product a specific texture, or a pattern that is infinitely
repeated over the area of fabric.

Digital image can be thought of as discrete function f(r) spanned across two
dimensional vector r∗ = (x, y)T , where (x, y)T express a point of the image plane in
spatial coordinates. From the perspective of spectral analysis, the image of textile
structure can be considered as two dimensional, discrete and periodic signal.

Following are key ideas of this section.

• Image of woven fabric captures periodic signal.

• Perform analysis on image in frequency domain using Gabor filter.

• Consider the response of Gabor filter as feature of fabric at particular fre-
quency band and orientation.

• Detect visible flaw of material by comparing features of perfect and defective
textures. Use Hotelling T 2 statistics in order to compare features of material.

• Area of woven fabric is so large that it’s image can not even fit into computer
memory. This section explains how to deal with local image processing.

Image processing section begins with structure of Gabor filter and generation of
set of filters. This set, or a bank of filters, is then applied to image in order to
reveal features of textile material. It will be shown how bank of filters can break
complex image down to it’s fundamental components. After decomposition, appli-
cation of Hotelling T 2 statistics on image features will be explained. A measure of
classification performance, the ROC curve, has been used to estimate classification
error rate for various settings of upper control limits.

4.1 Gabor filter

Gabor filter in spatial domain is two dimensional Gaussian kernel modulated with a
harmonic function. The Gaussian kernel part has three parameters; the orientation
of filter with respect to image coordinate system, the extent along filter’s x, y axes
and position of filter within image plane. The extent of the filter, σx, σy, is
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expressed with 2 × 2 matrix S =
(
σx 0
0 σy

)
of standard deviations. Orientation is

expressed with 3 × 3 rotation matrix R. The location is captured in the 3 × 3
translation matrix T. The second part of Gabor filter, the harmonic function, has
properties of frequency ω and orientation. The orientation of harmonic function
matches the orientation of Gaussian kernel here.

G(r,S, t, ω) = e(−
1
2
rTS−1r) · e(ωtT r), (32)

where r∗ means point in image coordinate space, r = RT−1r∗ means image point
in filter coordinate space. The t stands for direction of filters xf axis with respect
to image xi axis, which is first column of the matrix R. Linear transformations
are carried out in homogeneous coordinates.

(a) (b)

Figure 15: Gabor filter in spatial domain; (a) real part, (b) imaginary part. The
filter is combination of two dimensional Gaussian kernel and harmonic function.
The filter in spatial domain forms a convolution kernel. It can be used to enhance
edges in vertical (presented here), horizontal or arbitrary orientation.

In accordance to convolution theorem, convolution in spatial domain and multipli-
cation in frequency representation produce equivalent results. Operation of spatial
convolution of digital image and its relation to convolution theorem is expressed
in equation (33), in which the symbols f(x, y), g(x, y), h(x, y) denote input im-
ages of size M × N pixels, Gabor kernel of size R × C pixels and result of their
convolution respectively. Also note that lower case letter refers to spatial domain
while capital denotes it’s frequency representation using frequency coordinates ωx,
ωy, as explained in [53].

h(x, y) = f(x, y) ∗ g(x, y) =

R−1
2∑

r=−R−1
2

C−1
2∑

c=−N−1
2

g(c, r) · f(x− c, y − r) (33)
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(d) (e) (f)

Figure 16: Series of Gabor filter kernels produced with various parameters; (a) in-
creased aspect ratio γ, (b) reduced wavelength λ, (c) increased wavelength, (d) re-
duced extent σ, (e) non-zero rotation angle θ, (f) phase shift ϕ.

f(x, y) ∗ g(x, y) ∼ F (ωx, ωy) ·H(ωx, ωy) (34)

Convolution of two signals can thus be obtained by multiplying the corresponding
components of frequency representation of these signals.

Gabor filter can be also defined in frequency domain using polar coordinates (Ω,Θ).
Vector s would have a meaning of extent of the filter along axial and radial direction
s = (sΩ, sΘ)T . The diagonal matrix D =

(
ω−Ω 0

0 θ−Θ

)
represents the distance from

the center of the filter, where Ω = (rTr)
1
2 , Θ = arctan( y

x
) stand for transition of

Cartesian coordinate r into polar coordinate (Ω,Θ). Filter in frequency domain
is given by equation 35.

G(Ω,Θ) = e−(sTDDs) (35)
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Figure 17: Design of Gabor filter in polar coordinates; (a) only the first quadrant
of frequency space is visible, so that O is placed at the center of frequency space;
(b) the frequency space is distributed into multiple channels with a set of filters.

Gabor kernel in frequency domain is a bandpass filter. The principle of using filters
in frequency domain is achieved with multiplication of the frequency spectrum of
the input image by a set of (non overlapping) kernels that together cover the entire
area of the spectrum. Filters are, as a rule, build such that each filter covers single
octave band of the frequency spectrum. The frequency representation of spatial
image is obtained by Fourier transformation with DC component shifted to the
center of frequency space. It is appropriate to carry out the design of kernels in
polar coordinates, which is consistent with the previous definition of the filter in
equation 35. describing spectrum in polar coordinates - Ω denotes the distance
from center of the frequency space ω; Θ refers to angular distance of the origin
of the kernel measured relatively to the horizontal axis; σa and σr denotes axial
(frequency) and radial (orientation) bandwidths of the kernel. Construction of
Gabor filter in frequency domain is illustrated in Figure 17(a). Note that this
illustration shows only the 1st quadrant of the frequency space.

Filters, like the one shown in Figure 17, are constructed to cover the whole fre-
quency space. Each of filters extracts a portion of information from the image,
or spectrum of the image respectively. There is considerable redundancy in in-
formation when adjacent filters overlap [54], which can be reduced by following
filter design rules that follow. Radial (angular) bandwidth σΘ is a constant value
for the entire set of filters. Axial bandwidths of filters are set one octave wide
depending on distance Ω of the filter from the origin O. Considering two different
frequencies ω0, ω1 such that 2ω0 = ω1, the distance between these two frequencies
is one octave. Let’s take the third frequency ω2, which is twice as high as the
second frequency: ω2 = 2ω1 = 2 × 2ω0 = 22ω0. The distance between frequencies
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B0 B1 B2

ω0 ω1 ω2 ω3

Figure 18: Explanation of octave. Symbols ωi denote increasing frequency, Bi

denote band width of respective octave. Bandwidth Bi which is the width of i -th
octave equals ωi.

ω0 and ω2 is in the range of two octaves. It follows that the number of octaves
k, that spreads between two different frequencies ωmin, ωmax, is given by equation
36.

k = log2
ωmax
ωmin

(36)

The width of i -th band in axial direction, Ba,i, equals to its lower frequency limit
ωi, as shown in the Figure 18. The center of each filter is placed in the middle of
i -th octave. In order to avoid redundancy produced by overlapping adjacent filter,
their extents are designed so that the neighboring filters touch at half of their
amplitude, which equals to 1 in the center of Gaussian kernel and decreases out
wards. Size of standard deviation in axial direction σΩ can be derived from Figure
18, in which the width of i -th band is denoted Bi. In accordance to previous

restriction it means that e
−

( 12Ba,i)
2

2σ2a = 1
2
. Thus, i -th standard deviation in axial

direction is given by σiΩ =
Ba,i

2
√
ln(2)

. The number of filters, n, at each axial band is

a constant. So the extent of each filter in radial direction follows Br = 2π
n

. The
size of the standard deviation in the radial direction is therefore a constant as well,
σΘ = Br

2
√
ln(2)

.

s =

2
√
ln2
Ba

2
√
ln2
Br



Thanks to the symmetry of the Fourier spectrum around its origin, only one half
of the spectrum needs to be processed. At the moment of preparing bank of filters,
it is therefore sufficient to generate only the filters at angles between 〈0, π −Br〉.
Resulting filter bank for Br = 30◦ and octave count k = 7 is shown in the Fig-
ure 19.
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Figure 19: A bank of Gabor filters. This figure shows all the filters integrated into
single image. It has been done to show how all the filters, when used together,
cover whole frequency space at given frequency bands (octaves) and in various
orientations. Each single one of these filters is applied individually to frequency
spectrum of input image one by one, not all the filters together.

4.2 Effect of Gabor filter on periodic structure

Gabor filter has the property that it enhances edges of certain width and certain
orientation in given image. Next figures show effect of various filters on single
image of woven fabric. Filters are different in frequency band and orientation that
they cover. The Figure 20 shows two images side by side. On the left is spatial
image of woven textile. It features horizontal, vertical, and diagonal stripes. Image
on the right shows frequency spectrum of the image on the left. The spectrum
has been shifted to center, so that it’s DC component is in the middle of the
image.

The Fourier transformation is linear, invertible. It allows to move back from fre-
quency to spatial representation. What happens if the filter is applied in frequency
space and then the image is transformed back to spatial domain is shown in the
Figure 21. Three examples are shown here, each presenting different Gabor filter.
The difference between each filter is in frequency that the filter covers. Orientation
of all three filters is constant, Θ = 0.

There are five steps involved in producing output shown in the Figure 21.

1. Multiply original, spatial, image element by element with 2D Hamming win-
dow 2.

2For windowing function, see Appendix B
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(a) (b)

Figure 20: Spatial image of woven fabric with horizontal, vertical and diagonal
stripes, (a), and it’s discrete frequency spectrum on the right (b). Image and
it’s spectrum have the same number of pixels. Intensity of pixel in frequency
space has meaning of amplitude of sine/cosine wave at that particular frequency.
The frequency is measured from the center of spectrum, which represents zero
frequency.

2. Compute 2D Discrete Fourier Transform (DFT) of windowed spatial image.

3. Generate Gabor filter at particular frequency band (Ω) and orientation (Θ).

4. Multiply frequency plane with filter plane element by element.

5. Take the output of previous step and compute inverse DFT.

The Figure 21 points to important properties of spectrum and filter. The three
filters used in example have effect of enhancing vertical edges, which can be un-
derstood as extracting warp yarns in context of woven textiles. The filter also
cuts out those edges, that fall outside the filters range. The effect of filter, besides
the orientation, depend on frequency band. The filter near the center of spectrum
works with low frequencies and enhances long periods in image. Filters in higher
octaves enhance higher frequency components. When applied to image of fabric,
the bank of Gabor filters allows decomposition of woven structure to individual
yarns.

• Filter’s extent along axial direction restricts it’s effect to particular size of
feature in spatial image.

• Orientation of filter limits it’s effect to the edges whose orientation is per-
pendicular to the filter in the spatial image.

The three examples have shown relatively complex fabric, exposing sharp edges in
different directions. Filters that were applied to frequency spectrum of image of
such structure can attenuate or emphasize any part of this structure, depending of
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(Θ = 0,Ω = 10) (Θ = 0,Ω = 46) (Θ = 0,Ω = 97)

Figure 21: Response of three filters to image of fabric containing apparent di-
rectional pattern. Superimposed spectrum with the filter is show in the 1st row.
There is also a radius vector printed on each image that connects the center of
the spectrum plane (the zero frequency) with the origin of the filter. Pictures
below show the inverse Fourier transform of filtered spectrum. The filter posed in
horizontal orientation enhances vertical edges of spatial image.

filter configuration. Using appropriate set of filters, any complex structure can be
decomposed into it’s underlaying components, which brings the opportunity for
successful analysis.

4.3 Similarity of textures

In context of detection of visible defects in textile material, the thesis formulates
the problem as a challenge to recognize whether inspected piece of material is
different from perfect material. More precisely, whether digital image of inspected
material has the same features as image of non-defective structure. Any lack of
similarity between images indicate defect in physical structure.

Naive comparison would simply compare local images at different parts of material
surface. The Figure 24 depicts image samples of the same woven material at two
different locations. Image resolution and conditions of acquisition were the same,
yet the two images are not equivalent in their spatial properties.

Image subtraction, that takes absolute difference between pair of images, pixel
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Figure 22: Effect of Gabor filter applied at angle of 45◦ in three different frequen-
cies. Filter at this configuration rejects vertical and horizontal edges but passes
diagonal edges through to the output. Diagonal stripes can be matched to the
stripes visible in the original image.

(Θ = π
2
,Ω = 8) (Θ = π

2
,Ω = 30) (Θ = π

2
,Ω = 100)

Figure 23: The filter at 90◦ passes only horizontal edges. It is common that lower
frequencies (left, middle) capture real structure while higher frequencies (right
image) are badly affected by noise.
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(a) (b)

Figure 24: Two sub-images were randomly selected from large image of one fabric.
Even though this is the same fabric, images definitely do not look equivalent. Cross
correlation or subtraction, any spatial template matching methodology would in-
dicate the material in each sub-image as different from another.

by pixel, yields that images in the Figure 24 are very different. Refer to the
Figure 25 to see image Figure 24a subtracted from Figure 24b. If the two images
were equal, their subtraction would yield zero matrix. It is not true for Figure 25.
Any spatial template matching techniques, like image correlation indicates that the
two images are different. From pixel wise point of view, the answer is yes, images
are different. What the answer would be if one compares regularity, repeating
shapes and orientation of shapes?

Figure 25: This is absolute difference between image (a) and (b) of Figure 24
presented also as image. The difference is pixel-wise; taking each pixel of (a)
subtracting it with corresponding pixel of (b). The result is stored to the same
location - forming the image as the original size. The bright pixels indicate great
difference between (a), (b).

The approach to inspect whether weft and warp yarns, in the two images in the
Figure 24, cross each other properly, does not consist in measuring absolute po-
sitions of objects (yarns). More useful and less misleading would be taking into
account periodicity at given orientation of yarns. For that purpose, each filter from
set of Gabor filters is applied to the power spectrum of image the Figure 24a,b.
Instead of computing inverse of filtered specturm, as has been shown in previous
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section, the mean µ and the standard deviation σ of power spectrum coefficients
is taken with each Gabor filter. Assuming the sub image is of resolution N × N
and a bank consist of M filters, the listed steps are followed:

1. Multiply Figure 24a with 2D Hamming window. Results in N ×N image.

2. Compute 2D Discrete Fourier Transform (DFT) of windowed spatial image.
Results in N ×N power spectrum.

3. Multiply frequency plane with single filter from bank of Gabor filters. Results
in N ×N specturm (weighted).

4. Compute mean µ and standard deviation σ of all weighted spectrum coeffi-
cients.

5. Perform previous step for every i-th filter and concatenate each resulting
2× 1 vector to form sigle vector of size 2M × 1.

6. Repeat steps 1 through 5 for Figure 24b.

Let the 2M×1 vector be called texture descriptor r = (µ0, σ0, µ1, σ1, . . . , µM−1, σM−1)T .
Graph in the Figure 26 shows three such descriptors. Descriptors a, and b belong
to images in the Figure 24. The descriptor c belongs to image in Figure 20. All
three descriptors were obtained with identical bank of 24 Gabor filters. The two
descriptors of texture a and b have similar values, which indicates that the fea-
tures of material are also similar in the two images. The third descriptor, c, has
different elements from a and b. By means of texture descriptor, r, the similarity
between textures can be defined as distance between the pair of descriptors in M
dimensional space, RM .

Moving back to task of finding defects in material, the measure of texture sim-
ilarity can be helpful for apparent reason. Visible defects of woven structures
introduce level of irregularity on which the descriptor, r, has proved to be amply
sensitive.

Even though, the two images of Figure 24 capture the same structure, certain
degree of variability between texture descriptor elements remain. Reasons for that
might resist in random noise introduced by camera and/or uneven illumination.
Majority of information gets lost in the step of reducing N × N image matrix
to 2M × 1 vector. But the root cause of difference lies in natural variability of
material and the variability introduced by weaving process, which is inherent and
acceptable. It is nearly impossible to find two sub images in large area of woven
textile, that would be identical and comparable by means of trivial computer vision
techniques.
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Figure 26: Elements of texture descriptor. The a,b belong to the same material.
The descriptor c belongs to different material. The distance between a and b is
negligible which does not apply for distance between a and c, nor the distance
between b and c. The descriptor is able to separate textures of different material.

It has been shown up until now, that detection of flaws in textile material is based
on comparison between defect free texture and texture containing defect. Evi-
dence has proved that image subtraction or correlation are not suitable for texture
content description. Gabor filter has been explained and method to describe tex-
ture has been used to evaluate similarity between textures. Low similarity at two
different parts of material can indicate defect on one of these places. Still, when
two images capture the same pattern in its distinct parts, the descriptor may vary
to certain degree. The question is how to find a value that would indicate whether
the dissimilarity is governed by natural variation or whether it indicates serious
defect.

4.4 Getting to know defect free texture

It has been identified that each element of texture descriptor slightly vary as mul-
tiple sub images of defect free texture are captured. The Figure 27a shows his-
togram of r7, the seventh element of texture descriptor r. Data for the histogram
has been taken from 411 sub-images of texture and has been normalized to obey
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(a) (b)

Figure 27: Distribution of single element of texture descriptor for defect free sam-
ple. It happens that if descriptor of defect free texture is computed in many places
of texture, then descriptor elements can be considered as normally distributed ran-
dom variable. Bank of filters consist of 30 Gabor kernels, which produce r of 60
elements. The histogram is show in figure (a) for the seventh element of r. Other
elements are normally distributed as well. The figure (b) shows probability plot
with instances of seventh element against normalized normal distribution. Total
number of 411 instances have been observed on both figures; all of which come
from defect free woven material, see Figure 24 for two representative samples.

µr7 = 0, σr7 = 1. The figure also plots PDF of normalized Normal distribution.
The Figure 27a is related to previous Figure 26; the histogram in the Figure 27a
depicts distribution of single point of Figure 26. While there has been only thee
sub-images inspected in the Figure 26 and it shows all elements of each descriptor,
the histogram in Figure 27a studies distribution of only one, the seventh, element
of descriptors taken from set of 411 sub-images. The probability plot, Figure 27b,
shows that distribution of r7 element is in good compliance with Normal distribu-
tion. The same applies, and similar plots can be generated for the rest of texture
descriptor elements. The selected element has been put into figures to achieve rea-
sonable illustration of proposed inspection algorithm. The same principles apply
to all other elements, regardless of type of actual defect.

In contrast to normally distributed elements of r in non-defective samples, the data
obtained from images of defects do not exhibit properties of normally distributed
data. Histogram and probability plot are depicted in the Figure 28.
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(a) (b)

Figure 28: Distribution of seventh element of texture descriptor for positive sample.
In contrast to inherent variability of defect free texture, the histogram (a) proofs
that elements of descriptor r, measured with defective material, do not obey Nor-
mal distribution. Figure (b) depicts probability plot of 30 samples (normalized)
against Normal distribution.

4.5 Detection of defect

Finding of defect in surface of material can be achieved by distinguishing between
descriptor of fine material, rn and descriptor of defective material, rp. What needs
to be defined is listed below.

• Define descriptor of fine material.

• Measure difference between two descriptors.

• Set amount of texture dissimilarity that indicates a defect.

Definition of fine texture (image of defect free material) is done by means of su-
pervised machine learning. Once image of material is acquired, the image gets
annotated by person, who indicates which areas are free of defects and which are
not. The Figure 29 shows sample of material that contains defect of broken weft
yarn together with annotation that indicates defective area. Detection is done in
sub images. Therefore, annotation is discretized into tiles of the same size. Due to
windowing function, the edges of each sub image are attenuated. The rectangles
are generated to overlap by half of width and height not to discard texture on
their borders. No detection is performed in this stage. The images is annotated
manually for purpose of getting to know the descriptor of defect free material.

After the sample image is annotated, the sub images are labeled positive and
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(a) (b)

Figure 29: Sample of woven textile containing defect of broken weft yarn. The
two line scan cameras capture very large image, but only a portion is displayed in
(a). The figure (b) shows annotation of a defect, defined by hand. The annotation
is then discretized into tiles of sub image size. The red squares indicate areas of
texture that has been annotated as being affected with defect. In order to cover
whole image, sub images are generated as overlapping by half of width and height.

negative. The positive samples represent images that contain defect. The set
of positive samples consists of red squares in the Figure 29c. For each negative
sample, the descriptor rn is computed. All descriptors are stacked to form a matrix
of negative samples N, such that each descriptor makes single row of the matrix N.
There are 81 total samples, 74 of which are negative and 7 positive. The bank of
Gabor filters contains 30 filters, each producing two elements of r. The matrix N
has 74 rows and 60 columns. A matrix built up from positive samples, P, consists
of descriptors computed on images containing defect. Hence the matrix P is of
size 7×60. The idea is that descriptors of negative samples are close to each other,
which is not true for the Mahalonobis distance between any of rn and rp. The
matrix Σ, in equation 37, is the covariance matrix of negative samples matrix N.
Vectors u and v are arbitrary two rows of N. The quantity s is distance between
the two vectors.

s = (u− v)Σ−1(u− v)T (37)

The descriptor of negative samples is defined as expected vector given by mean
of each column of N. The expected descriptor represents the defect free material.
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(a) (b)

Figure 30: Distance between negative samples and texture descriptor rn is shown
as histogram (a). Range of values is between (0,70). Mahalonobis distance, s,
between positive samples and texture descriptor rn is shown here in table (b).
The least dissimilarity of positive sample in (b) is far over the largest dissimilarity
between negative samples, which is 70 in (a).

The learning stage is accomplished by:
• Taking rn as mean vector from all negative sample descriptors.
• Computing covariance matrix Σ from matrix of all negative samples N.

The histogram on the left of the Figure 30 shows distribution of Mahalonobis
distance between mean negative sample rn, and all negative sample descriptors.
The table on the right lists equivalent measure between rn and the samples labeled
as positive. Because the two ranges do not overlap, there is good chance to split
samples into two classes.

Classification is accomplished by thresholding the dissimilarity s. The appropriate
threshold is estimated by means of Hotelling control statistics. In the process
of material inspection, the descriptor r is considered as subject to multivariate
statistical process control. The threshold value is given by equation 38, in which
m and p denote number of observations taken during the phase of learning defect
free texture, and the length of descriptor r, respectively. The value of F represents
(1− α) quantile of Fischer distribution. The upper control limit, UCL, has to be
estimated during learning phase for each texture.

UCL =
p(m+ 1)(m− 1)

m(m− p)
Fp,m−p(1− α) (38)

There are 74 samples in present example. Each sample consists of 60 elements,
double the number of filters applied to each sub image. The upper control limit is
704.86 for significance level α = 0.05. From data present in Figure 30, all negative
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Classifier
P N

Truth
P 6 0
N 1 74

Table 1: Performance of the classification expressed with confusion matrix. There
is total of 81 samples, 7 of them annotated as positive (contain defect). The
classifier miss-classified 1 positive sample as negative, leading to accuracy of 98.7%.

samples fall under the upper control limit (true negatives). Six out of seven positive
samples fall above UCL (true positives). There is one positive sample that was
classified as negative (false negative). Results are summarized in the confusion
matrix 1 . Accuracy of the classifier, A, is expressed with equation 39, where TP,
TN, FP, FN denote number of true positives, true negatives, false positives and
false negatives.

A =
TP + TN

TP + TN + FP + FN
(39)

The performance of the classifier can be adjusted by setting the UCL lower toward
shorter dissimilarity, resulting in increase of false positive rate - the higher amount
of false alarms. By moving the threshold to greater dissimilarities, on the other
hand, leads to lower number of false alarms for cost of higher probability of miss-
ing detection of true defect. The parameter α of equation 38 has been adjusted
between values from 0.001 to 0.1 with step of 0.001. The UCL has been computed
for each α and samples had been classified, resulting in TPR and FPR for each
threshold. Every TPR has then been plot against corresponding FPR to draw
Receiver Operating Characteristic curve. The ROC, shown in the Figure 31, in-
dicates that classifier based on Gabor filters has good ability to separate defects
from woven textile. The figure shows two curves actually. The dashed line would
represent hypothetic situation in which TPR

FPR
= 0.5. Corresponding classifier would

be equivalent to random guessing. The upper left triangle above the diagonal line
is space in which any curve indicates better classification. The solid line plots the
ROC curve of proposed algorithm. By moving the point toward less amount of
false positive rate, the sensitivity of detector decreases and the contrary applies.
Selected point of ROC curve is linked to particular UCL during generation of ROC
curve and can not be read from the curve alone. It depends on particular needs
which point to select and tune the classifier accordingly.
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(a) (b)

Figure 31: The ROC curve measuring the performance of proposed inspection
algorithm. Although two plots are shown, they both display the same curve in
different resolutions. The figure (a) shows full axes range (0-1). Dashed line
indicates random guessing while solid line is performance characteristic of current
algorithm. The figure (b) shows the upper left corner of the ROC curve in detail.
Both figures indicate single point on the curve, which means the UCL for which the
algorithm indicates 95.15% of true defects and it produces false alarm in 5.14% of
sub-images. Data for the measurement come from material shown in the Figure 29.
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5 Experiment

Selected defects of textile fabric has been examined in the section of experiments.
Detection of defects has been performed with methodology explained in the section
4. Representative experiments are shown below.

The device captures at resolution of about 8 pixels per millimeter. The size of
sliding window depends on type of fabric. The smaller the window, the smoother
detection can be achieved. On the other hand, the size of sub-image needs to be
adjusted to capture repeating pattern of fabric, including partially discarded edges
that get attenuated with Hamming window. Generally the size of square sliding
window has been 32 or 64 pixels.

Testing set has been selected to contain defects in direction of weft, defects in
way of warp and defects of fabric that have no directional preference. The nature
of detection is to recognize visible defects in structure, not variance in color of
inspected material.

Experiment has been conducted as follows. First the material has been annotated
by supervisor. Annotation splits the whole image into area which contains the
defect and into area which is of desired quality. The training samples have been
taken from portion of defect-free area and have been been used to learn descriptor
of a texture together with covariance matrix of it’s elements. After the learning
stage, the algorithm has been applied on the rest of data - the entire surface,
excluding the training set.

There are three sub sections devoted to each kind of defect. The figure in the first
section depicts a preview of defect and how it appears from distance. the polygon
in light red color indicates the defect as it has been marked by annotator. The
green and red squares indicate true positives and false positives as results of the
inspection. The fiture in the second section is a detailed view of negative and
positive sample. The figure shows a Fourier power spectrum below each spatial
image. The spectrum reveals the impact of presence of the defect on the spec-
tral characteristics. The last section reflects the performance of the inspection
algorithm with respect to given defect. This section shows how various defects
put different requirements on the algorithm. Defect that impact the woven textile
in predominant orientation can be detected with high confidence. This finding
could be used to reduce th number of computation s required for the inspection.
Influence of each Gabor filter on the decision of the classifier has been studied.
Then the minimal set of filters, that is necessary to detect certain defect, has been
included in the comment section about the algorithm performance. The last figure
associated to each defect depicts the ROC curve, and the control chart. The hor-
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Figure 32: Setup of particular classifier is achieved by seeking point on ROC
curve, that’s distance to coordinate (0,1) is minimal. The solid curve indicates
performance for different upper control limits, see the equation 38. By using
higher UCL, the detection would indicate less false positives but also less true
positives. Decreasing UCL would lead to the opposite characteristic. There is no
single correct setup, since it depends on required performance. Selecting the point
closest to top-left corner of the graph, the combination of TPR and FPR is closest
to the perfect classifier. Note: axis limits are (0;0.1) on FPR axis and (0.9;1) on
TPR axis.

izontal axis of the control chart shows the position of the scanning sub-window.
The position of each sub-window is generated in row major order, which means
that the sub-window moves from left to the right border of the image. Then it is
offset down by one half of the height of the sub-window. The next row is scanned
again from the left to right. The vertical axis of this graph shows the Mahalonobis
distance between the texture descriptor at the current position of the sub-window,
and the learned descriptor of known defect free texture.
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5.1 Thin place

Description of defect

Insufficient density of weft yarns. The defect is visible as a wide strip that usually
extends across the full width of the fabric. A symptom that leads to the defect of
thin place can be a malfunction of the beat-up mechanism of the loom.

(a) (b)

Figure 33: Sample of the thin place defect of plane weave material (a) with its
detection (b). The image (a) is the original image as it has been acquired with a
camera. The image (b) is the original image, (a), superimposed with green and
red unfilled rectangles, and one large rectangle which has a black border and is
filled with bright red color. The large rectangle depicts the annotation, which
indicates how a human annotator described the location of thin place defect. The
green unfilled rectangles indicate true positive samples. The red unfilled rectangles
indicate false positive samples. The true negative and false negative samples have
not been indicated in the figure.

Representative of negative versus positive sample

The plain weave features strong vertical and horizontal edges, which produce ad-
equate frequency response in the Fourier spectrum of it’s image. The spectrum
also indicates the presence of strong diagonal edges. The obvious vertical edges
are preserved in defective sample and it’s spectrum, while horizontal edges disap-
peared due to missing weft yarns. Strong vertical edges are transfered to frequency
spectrum as bright points lying on a horizontal line. The reason for the spectrum
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being rotated by π
2

is that the vertical edges produce waves of large amplitude
when original image is walked from left to right in the horizontal direction.

(a) (b)

(c) (d)

Figure 34: Detail of defect free plain weave, (a), and the sample of thin place
defect (b). The second row shows the power spectrum (c) of the fine material (a)
and the power spectrum (d) of the defective material (b). The size of each sample
is 64 image points, which is the size of sub-window used in material inspection of
this kind of defect.

Comment on algorithm performance

During the inspection process, each of Gabor filters is individually applied to
the power spectrum of each sub-window of the image. The response of the filter
produces two elements of texture descriptor, as explained in the section 4. It has
been observed that, for successful inspection, not all the filters need to be applied.
In fact, a subset of filters is sensitive enough to distinguish between fine and faulty
structure of textile material. The number of filter is two for thin place, as shown
in the Figure 35. Properties of these two filters indicate that defective sample
is different from fine material in horizontal and diagonal frequencies, which are
generated by weft yarns (horizontal) and crosses of weft over warp yarns (diagonal
frequencies). This is in compliance with the fact that the weft yarns are missing in
thin place defect. The remaining 22 filters also indicate difference and contribute
to detection, however, computing the response of the rest of the filters may be
redundant.
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(a) (b)

Figure 35: The two filters from bank of filters that is minimal set to enable detec-
tion of thin place defect of plain weave fabric. The filter in (a) has properties of
(Θ,Ω) = (24, 30). The filter in (b) is the filter (Θ,Ω) = (24, 90).

The last figure, the Figure 36 shows the ROC curve and the control chart associated
with the sample of the thin place defect. Total number of six false positives has
been detected. It is obvious, from control chart, that the upper control limit has
been set unnecessarily low. Hence the presence of false positives.

(a) (b)

Figure 36: Performance evaluation of the algorithm regarding the thin place defect.

Even if the UCL was doubled, the algorithm would indicate much of true positives
and none of false positives. The dissimilarity is large enough for much of positive
samples to be detected safely. Increasing the upper control limit means offsetting
the point along the ROC curve left and down toward the origin. The upper control
limit provides means of adjustment to the algorithm.
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5.2 Irregular weft density

Description of defect

Systematic deviation in density of weft yarns that spans across whole width of
fabric and occupies large area.

(a) (b)

Figure 37: Sample of the irregualr weft density. The defect occupies lower half of
the image. The defect is more dificult to distinguish because there may not be a
sharp transition from correct to defective weaving.

Representative of negative versus positive sample

Much of what has been described for the thin place defect also applies for irregular
weft density. The irregular weft density does not feature as abrupt change as does
the thin place defect. From comparison of the negative and positive sample below,
the frequencies along vertical and diagonal directions are features that drive the
inspection.

Comment on algorithm performance

Nearly half of the filter from the set had to be applied in order to perform in-
spection. The selected filters show that entire frequency band and orientations
had to be observed. It is more demanding to detect irregular weft density kind of
defect, but the defect often occupies more of the area of fabric than thin place.
For that reason, there is still large chance to detect the defect.
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(a) (b)

(c) (d)

Figure 38: Detail of defect free plain weave, (a), and the sample of irregular weft
density (b). The defect is obvious only when the two samples are compared side by
side. From the comparison of frequency spectra, the spectrum of defective sample
has lower peaks on the diagonals and stronger peak at low frequencies in vertical
direction. The spectra are almost equivalent when looking at peaks on a horizontal
line that passes through the middle of spectrum.
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(6, 120) (12, 0) (12, 30) (12, 90)

(12, 120) (12, 150) (24, 30) (24, 60)

(24, 90) (24, 120) (24, 150)

Figure 39: The eleven filters from the set that were needed to perform detection
of irregular weft density. The properties of the filters are below each image.
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(a) (b)

Figure 40: Performance evaluation of the algorithm regarding the irregular weft
density. The ROC curve (a) indicates that the algorithm features less true pos-
itives for irregular weft density, compared to the thin place. The figure (b) is a
plot of dissimilarities between defect free fabric and the irregular density of weft
yarns. The horizontal axis captures the number of sub-windows. The vertical axis
is dissimilarity between the two descriptors. The image is scanned by moving win-
dows in row major order - from top left to bottom right corner of the image. The
points above the solid line are indicated as positive samples. The line indicates
the upper control limit.

Incorrect density of weft yarns at the bottom of the image, appears as brightness
that is different from rest of fabric. Performance of classification is 94% of true
positive rate and 3% false negative rate as indicated by dashed lines and a point
on ROC curve. Different performance can be achieved, either to prefer lower false
positives or increase true positives.
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5.3 Broken warp yarn

Description of defect

Single yarn or group of warp yarns is missing. The defect is visible as insuffi-
cient warp density, as a stripe of different shading of certain length along the
direction of weaving. Interlacing of weft yarns is incorrect, leading to different
density of yarns.

(a) (b)

Figure 41: Sample of broken warp yarn. The narrow defect in vertical direction,
along the direction of weaving.

Representative of negative versus positive sample

The defect of broken warp yarn is recognizable when the entire fabric is observed
from distance, but is less evident when comparing detailed view, as shown in
the Figure 42. Even minor difference between the two textures ensures confident
detection of defect, however, the risk of high false negative rate is in missing the
narrow defect with incorrect position of sliding windows. If the windows did not
overlap and two windows hit the defect on their borders, the defect could be left
undetected.

Comment on algorithm performance

The annotation in the Figure 41b indicates three false positive but after detailed
look at the image, it is obvious that two of these red rectangles are drawn around
knobs on weft yarns. When broken yarn defect is present, it spans all along the
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(a) (b)

(c) (d)

Figure 42: Comparison of fine textile, (a), with defect of broken warp yarn (b).
The defect is not as clearly visible in detailed view as it is when the whole fabric is
observed. Minor difference is, however, still evident in frequency spectrum when
using appropriate set of filters, the defect can be detected with relatively high
confidence.

material. In this case the classifier could be adjusted to provide lower true posi-
tive rate because long defect is still going to be detected by at least some scanning
windows. About half of the filters available from the bank of filters is required by
inspection algorithm to perform well with the broken warp yarn.
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(6, 30) (6, 120) (12, 0) (12, 60)

(12, 90) (12, 120) (12, 150) (24, 0)

(24, 30) (24, 60) (24, 90) (24, 120)

Figure 43: The twelve filters from bank were needed to perform detection of broken
warp yarn.
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(a) (b)

Figure 44: The ROC curve (a) and the control chart (b) of broken warp yarn
defect. The algorithm has been configured to produce 94% of true detections with
less than 5% of false alarms. From the control chart, there are many samples far
away from UCL line. The performance of the algorithm can be adjusted by moving
the upper control limit higher, by which 80% true detection can be achieved with
zero false alarms.
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5.4 Yarn defect

Description of defect

Thick yarn, visible as abrupt change in fabric; distorts neighboring yarns.

Figure 45: The defect is caused by a knob in a yarn, which, after being woven into
fabric, distorts regilarity of weaving. The defect spans across many crossings of
weft and warp yarns. Different shadings can be seen in vicinity of the defect.

Representative of negative versus positive sample

The yarn defect belongs to the category of defects that can be detected with little
effort using spectral analysis. The disruption in weaving regularity forces neigh-
boring yarns to change orientation. The frequency spectrum in the center of the
defect is fundamentally different from the spectrum of defect free material.

Comment on algorithm performance

Defect can be detected with high confidence, as the descriptor changes excessively.
The defect affects neighboring yarns and makes it difficult to draw sharp border
between positive and negative area (the annotation). Hence ROC curve does
not indicate very good classification. On the other hand, the change in texture
descriptor is so large that the vertical axis of the control chart had to be drawn in
logarithmic scale to display values reasonably.
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(a) (b)

(c) (d)

Figure 46: Comparison of fine textile, (a), with defect caused by faulty yarn (b).
While the defect has sharp outline, it impacts neighbouring yarns as well.

It is noticable that the red rectangle is twice as large as the green rectangles in
the Figure 45. It is an optical illusion because the four neighbouring rectangles
overlap by half of width and height, but the red and green rectangles are equal in
size, as shown by the green rectangle far right.
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(a) (b)

Figure 47: Only two filters are sufficeient to enable detection of yarn defect of
plain weave fabric. The filter in (a) has properties of (Θ,Ω) = (24, 0). The filter
in (b) is the filter (Θ,Ω) = (24, 30).

Figure 48: The ROC curve (a) does not indicate very good perfomance, which is
partly caused with ambiguous annotation of the defect. It is difficult to tell how
far the defect of yarn impacts its vicinity. Regardless of the shape of the ROC
curve, the response of Gabor filters to this kind of defect is evident from the control
chart. The vertical axis of the control char (b) has logarithmic scale because of
high dissimilarity between texture descriptors.
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5.5 Harness misdraw

Description of defect

Two yarns drawn wrong to the harness mechanism. The wrong alignment of warp
yarns causes vertical stripe all along the fabric.

(a) (b)

Figure 49: The defect of harness misdraw is similar to the defect of broken warp
yarns in that it is noticeable as vertical stripe along the material. The difference
is, though, that instead of missing yarn, there is at least one warp yarn redundant.

Representative of negative versus positive sample

The redundant yarn is hardly visible in detail, as shown in the Figure 50b. The
frequency plane, the Figure 50 c and d, provide clear evidence of defect which
distorts sharp peaks produced with defect free sample.

Comment on algorithm performance

Logarithmic scale has been used for plotting control chart as well for harness
misdraw defect.
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(a) (b)

(c) (d)

Figure 50: It is difficult to distinguish harness misdraw from correct material
with spatial image of material. The effect of redundant warp line is evident in
frequency domain, in which the sharp peaks (c) get distorted in the spectrum of
positive sample (d).
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(6, 90) (6, 120) (12, 90) (12, 120)

(12, 150) (24, 0) (24, 30) (24, 60)

(24, 90) (24, 120) (24, 150)

Figure 51: The eleven filters from bank were needed to perform detection of harness
misdraw.

(a) (b)

Figure 52: Although there is eleven filters required, the performance of classifica-
tion is comparable to less demanding defects.
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5.6 Hole

Description of defect

Group of broken weft or warp yarns. The defect can be easily detected as local
deviation of brightness. As tension of broken yarns is different, the neighboring
yarns get misaligned, too.

(a) (b)

Figure 53: A hole in woven fabric. The ends of broken yarns exhibit many orien-
tations that are misaligned with the perfect weft and warp yarns. The defect is
also distinguishable by a change in shading.

Representative of negative versus positive sample

The broken yarn corrupts regular pattern of woven textile. The frequency spectrum
is completely different in faulty sample, as depicted in the Figure 54.

Comment on algorithm performance

The defect of the hole does not have any prevailing orientation when compared to
defects along weft or warp yarns. It is also ambiguous how to annotate the defect,
even thought it has sharp border. Breaking the yarns imbalances the forces that
apply within the material. Consequently, the regual structure may get disrupted
to the distant surrounging around the defect.
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(a) (b)

(c) (d)

Figure 54: It is simple to distinguish between original structure and its defect in
spatial and frequency domain.

There are actually two holes in the image. Larger one is obviously visible in the
center of the image. The second defect is in upper part of the image. Refer to the
annotation drawn with the light red polygon. While the annotation is polygonal,
the image is scanned by offsetting sub-windows. As the square windows can not
follow smooth annotation, relatively high number of false negative rate has been
achieved.
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(a) (b)

Figure 55: The same filters, that have been identified in defect of yarn, are required
to detect a hole. The filter in (a) has properties of (Θ,Ω) = (24, 0). The filter in
(b) is the filter (Θ,Ω) = (24, 30).

(a) (b)

Figure 56: The hole belongs to defect that can be detected with high confidence
using spectral analysis. It is because not the periodicity nor orientation of yarns
is preserved when the woven textile is broken.
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5.7 Stain

Description of defect

Oil soiling causes local change in color or shading, which is easily detected. The
defect does not cause distortion in the structure of material from periodicity and
orientation point of view.

(a) (b)

Figure 57: The dark or bright stain has impact on reflectance of fabric. The varia-
tion of bright and dark pixels get changed even though the yarns are mechanically
unaffected. Finally the texture of material is percieved as different from that of
clean material.

Representative of negative versus positive sample

Although the mechanical properties of fabric are preserved with stain defect, the
visible features are different. The dark stain inhibits variation of bright and dark
pixels. From point of view of image processing, the texture of material changes
greatly with the stain defect.

Comment on algorithm performance

The algorithm performs good with this kind of defect. Actually, a less demanding
method of image processing than spectral analysis could be applied to detect dark
stain on fabric. It is evident from only two filters required for very confident
detection of stains with Gabor filters.
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(a) (b)

(c) (d)

Figure 58: It is simple to distinguish between original structure and its defect in
spatial and frequency domain.

It shall be emphasized here, that the proposed set of filters does not include the
zero frequency of Fourier spectrum. The zero frequency, which is in the middle
of power spectrum, holds the mean luminance of the image. The luminance is
good feature which allows detection of bright or darks spots in the image. The
inspection performed here is still based on measuring the similarity between edges
of local image, which does not loose its robustness with various colors of a stain,
but the color and brightness thresholding does. The spectral analysis of the image
and band pass filtering with a set of Gabor filters may be an overhead in this
case, since less demanding methods could detect a stain as well. On the other
hand, it is never known in advance, which kind of defect is going to appear during
production.
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(a) (b)

Figure 59: The same filters that, have been identified in defect of yarn and a hole,
are required to detect a stain. The filter in (a) has properties of (Θ,Ω) = (24, 0).
The filter in (b) is the filter (Θ,Ω) = (24, 30).

Figure 60: The performance of inspection regarding defect of a stain. The inspec-
tion can be done with high precision.
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5.8 Snag

Description of defect

Single yarn or group of yarns dragged from alignment. Yarns of less density can
cause visible stripe along the fabric.

(a) (b)

Figure 61: Sample of a snag defect (a); annotation and output of inspection (b).

Representative of negative versus positive sample

The snag actually adds more edges to the image. Compared to the stain, the
detection of a snag can not be solely based on luminance of local image.

Comment on algorithm performance

Abrupt edges with no sign of periodic layout are difficult to represent with Fourier
series; the spectrum gets distorted due to leakage to highter frequency bins. This
is the case for a snag defect and only three filters that cover higher frequencies
are needed to express different visual features when a snag is present in the im-
age.
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(a) (b)

(c) (d)

Figure 62: The dark stain has impact to the visible properties that it hides bright
spots of original image. The frequency spectrum of defect features less peaks in
horizontal direction - the warp yarns are not visible in spatial image.

(a) (b) (c)

Figure 63: The three filters at higher frequency band to detect a snag defect. The
filter in (a) has properties of (Θ,Ω) = (12, 150). The filter in (b) is the filter
(Θ,Ω) = (24, 30), and the filter in (c) is the filter (Θ,Ω) = (24, 90).
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(a) (b)

Figure 64: The performance of material inspection in presence of a snag is based
on fact that the yarns dragged from the surface of fabric generate unexpected edges
which are difficult to express as linear combination of harmonic functions. The
Fourier spectrum in presence of a snag gets inconsistent mainly at high frequencies.
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6 Conclusion

The thesis deals with the design and implementation of visual inspection device
in context of textile structures. The purpose of the device is to perform detection
of apparent defect of fabric. Among topics described in the thesis belong the
concept and assembly of the device, the architecture of component based software,
and specific image processing techniques that enable the inspection of a textile
structure. Special attention is put to the aspect of inspection device, which seems
to be a neglected issue in existing publications. The problem is inherent to any
visual inspection device and is associated with the acquisition of digital image itself.
The thesis points out that the placement of cameras at the inspection device and
relative position of cameras is in fact the cause of deformations of objects in the
image of line scan camera. The deformation prevents the images of two adjacent
cameras to be simply put side by side without any corrections made to the images.
Comprehensive study has been given on the projection characteristics of a line
scan camera, which has led to creation of an entirely unique method of image
rectification. Thanks to the method, developed in the section 3, it is possible to
eliminate image distortion and merge images of an array of line cameras into the
overall scene. This is important in context of textiles, in which the surface of
material reaches several meters in width and acquisition with multiple cameras is
natural solution. The idea of projecting the image of real camera to the image of
an ideal camera, given in the section 3, is the key feature of the thesis. From the
perspective of the author, the findings obtained in the section dedicated to image
acquisition represent the most important contribution of the thesis to the current
stage of knowledge in the field visual monitoring of textiles.

The second part of the thesis is dedicated to the method of spectral analysis of the
image of textiles, which is based on filtering the frequency spectrum of the image
of fabric. The fundamental principle of the method is based on the experience
that planar textiles consist of regularly interconnected system of yarns which give
the image of such structure a unique visual properties. Complex structure, such
as a fabric, can be effectively expressed in the frequency space. It is shown and
explained in the thesis how the frequency spectrum of the image of the fabric
elegantly captures the repeating structure using small number of parameters. It
has been found that a presence of a defect negatively affects the spectrum of
regular structure in a way that provides an opportunity to detect the presence of
the defect. For that reasons the proposed method of detection of defects describes
the planar textiles and implements the detection of defects using the spectral
analysis approach given in the section 4. The detection of defect is specified as
a problem of assessing the similarity of local texture given the descriptor of the
correct texture. As the tool for assessing the similarity between two textures,
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a set of Gabor filters has been applied to the spectra of each texture. With
respect to the requirement to run the inspection in real time, the frequency analysis
has been implemented using the latest software design methods, which include
task parallelism, asynchronous data processing and calculations offloaded form the
main processor to the the graphics accelerator. Thanks to the applied methods
of software design, it has been possible to run the inspection algorithm on-line
over real data, in real conditions, on custom designed inspection device; all of
which has proved the functionality of both the proposed algorithm, and the entire
system. The system, mainly from software point of view, has not been designed
and assembled solely for the purpose of this work. In fact the opposite is true.
The inspection device states for completely open system in which the proposed
inspection algorithm is only one of many elements, which can be supported, or
completely replaced by another visual inspection method.

In relation to the defects of fabrics, the thesis neither aim to explanation of their
impact on quality of final textile product, nor does it address the original cause
of defects. This topic is beyond the scope of this work, which deliberately pro-
vides brief description of each defect in the section of experiments. The thesis
concentrates on the classification performance of the proposed algorithm.

Despite convincing inspection performance, the weak part of the algorithm is the
bank of filters itself. The filters are generated statically. No respect is given to the
visual features of particular defect. For that reason, it may happen that certain
filters of the bank have little effect on the classification. It may also happen,
on the other hand, that the important part of the frequency spectrum, which is
crucial for the discovery of the defect, is not covered with any particular filter. The
danger of missing the defect occurs when the important part of the spectrum is
located on the border between two filters. Both filters carry the spectrum with the
coefficient of one half, thus attenuating the important feature. Certainly the static
bank of Gabor filters is not the optimal solution. The state of the art techniques
of image segmentation and texture classification are methods based on the deep
neural networks. These are methods of supervised learning, in which a man builds
arbitrary hierarchy of linear operations which are applied to the input signal.
The advantage of neural networks is the training step, during which the network
learns the optimal coefficients of operation itself, given the training data. It is
the computational power of graphics cards and availability of computer clusters
that can handle excessive number of computations required during iterative deep
learning of current complex networks. With respect to material inspection of
textiles, especially the convolutional neural networks, that include hidden layers,
seem to be capable of learning the optimal filters themselves, given samples of
fabric and the defect [55].
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Appendix A - Line scan camera matrix decompo-

sition

Decomposition of line scan camera matrix M3×4 decomposition is based on QR
decomposition. It has been explained in [49, 50] and here with slight modification.
It assumes normalized M, so that M34 = 1. Only the last two rows of M are
homogeneous and subject to normalization.

First the position of the camera is recovered. The M is of general form M =
[K| − KT ]. Let’s denote last column of M as m4, the first three columns as
matrix K and vector of the position of a camera as t. Then the position vector of
a camera is recovered

t = −K−1m4 (40)

The QR decomposition of K follows. Elements of K are denoted kij. First the
element k12 is zeroed with rotation matrix Qz.

Qz =

c −s 0
s c 0
0 0 1



c = k11/
√
k2

11 + k2
12

s = k12/
√
k2

11 + k2
12

Z = KQz (41)

Then the element k13 is put to zero by means of rotation matrix Qy

Qy =

 c 0 s
0 1 0
−s 0 c



c = k11/
√
k2

11 + k2
13

s = −k13/
√
k2

11 + k2
13

Y = ZQy (42)
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And the third rotation , Qx, around the x axis zeroes out the element k32

Qx =

1 0 0
0 c −s
0 s c



c = k33/
√
k2

32 + k2
33

s = −k32/
√
k2

32 + k2
33

L = YQy (43)

The matrix of camera rotation, R, is then represented by the product of rotations
Q as follows

R = QT
xQT

y QT
z (44)

If L33 < 0, perform additional rotation of π around y axis.

F =

−1 0 0
0 1 0
0 0 −1


L = LF

R = FR

If L22 < 0, perform additional rotation of π around z axis.

F =

−1 0 0
0 −1 0
0 0 1


L = LF

R = FR
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Finally the last two rows of L are normalized by dividing them with L33, which
uncovers the intrinsic and extrinsic parameters of the camera M.

pv = L23 (45)

f = L22 (46)

vx =
1

L11

(47)

vy = −(L21 − pv · L31)

f · L11

(48)

vz = −L31

L11

(49)
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Appendix B - Homogeneous coordinates

Coordinates of a point in two dimensional space R2 are defined with a vector of
two elements (x, y)T . The translation of a point is not a linear operation in R2.
However, the translation can be realized if the two dimensional point was expressed
in homogeneous coordinates. The authors in [50] define homogeneous coordinates
of vector in R2 with three coordinates; hω : R2 → R3, hω(x, y) = (ωx, ωy, ω). The
mapping from homogeneous to original coordinates, hω : R2 → R3, is defined as
equation h−1

ω (u, v, w) = ( u
ω
, u
ω

). Thus, the point of using homogeneous notation is
in extending the dimension by one. The point x = (x, y)T can be written in ho-
mogeneous coordinates as the point xh = (x, y, 1)T , or the point xh = (2x, 2y, 2)T .
Coordinates if point in homogeneous notation are defined up to non zero scale fac-
tor k. All homogeneous vectors xh = (kx, ky, k)T , where k ∈ R, k 6= 0, represent
the exact same point in non homogeneous coordinates.
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Appendix C - Windowing

The Fourier transformation provides means of expressing the signal in time or spa-
tial domain as linear combination of harmonic functions, the frequency domain.
The transformation from spatial domain is used in this work. The image captured
with a camera is a spatial image; the signal that changes not in time, but along
horizontal and vertical spatial coordinates. The image of fabric features periodic
variation in brightness. Yarns look brighter then background. The discrete Fourier
transform is utilized to transform spatial (distance along axes) variation of bright-
ness into frequencies. The difference from time domain DFT is that image is two
dimensional, hence 2D DFT is used and the spectrum is also two dimensional.
The 2D spectrum captures not only the frequency, but the frequency at certain
orientation. See Figure 65 that transforms ideal spatial image of diagonal yarns
into two dimensional power spectrum.

(a) (b)

Figure 65: Image on the left (a) represents ideal yarns in diagonal orientation. The
yarn is bright line on black background. Spatial distance between two lines is 44
pixels. The axes express distance, measured in pixels. On the right (b) is the power
spectrum of image on the left. Axes of spectral image express frequency. The zero
frequency is in the middle, increasing outward. The spatial image (a) is represented
with single point in frequency spectrum. The spectrum is central symmetric, hence
the second point. The gray lines are effect of leakage to neighboring frequency bins.

Even though the DFT is capable of reducing complex signal into single point or
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set of points in frequency coordinates, it expects the spatial signal to be of infinite
length. The assumption is not feasible in real measurement, because sub-images
of finite dimensions are captured. From here on, the problem will be simplified
to 1D DFT by considering single row of image, indicated with the red line in
Figure 69

Figure 66: Image of a real fabric. The red line indicates single row of image matrix.
If one went along the red line from left to right and measured brightness in every
pixel, then he could draw periodic waveform, similar to cosine function.

The variation in brightness of warp yarns can be thought of as harmonic function.
The spatial signal is not infinite, but it captures whole number of periods, as
shown in the Figure 67a. In this special case the signal appears as infinite signal
from the perspective of the Fourier transformation. The spectrum of the whole
number of periods of harmonic function has strong amplitude at the frequency of
this harmonic function. It is so because the DFT sees he signal as if it was circular
- as if the signal on the right side would continued with values from left side in the
Figure 67a.

In reality, after the image is acquired, it gets split into discrete sub-images, which
brings the problem that each sub-image crops the spatial signal at arbitrary posi-
tion. Generally, the signal contained within the sub-image is not infinite and not of
the whole number of periods. The brightness on the right side of sub-image is not
mirrored on the left side. The DFT sees abrupt change of the signal in this case.
The abrupt change in signal produces leakage of coefficients to neighboring bins
and introduces distortion to the spectrum. Distorted spectrum makes subsequent
analysis more difficult.

Solution to the problem is to attenuate the signal around beginning and end,
so that the signal becomes nearly symmetric. Many windowing functions exist.
Hamming window function was used in this work. The Hamming window does
not solve the problem completely. It does not fall to zero at the ends - does
not attenuate the signal completely, but allows good approximation of ideally
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(a) (b)

Figure 67: The cosine function, (a), that models variation of brightness along the
red line in Figure 69. It is important that whole five periods have been captured
within 100 samples. The period between each node is 20 samples. The power
spectrum (b) of infinite signal or signal of whole number of periods features strong
response at certain frequency (period) and low response everywhere else.

symmetric signal. The effect is that it holds the peak at appropriate frequency
and avoids leakage to neighboring frequency bins.

Attenuation of signal at the edges of sub-image brings another problem that po-
tential defect might not get detected if it was zeroed out. The Hamming window
does not attenuate completely, but sub-images still need to overlap, not to miss
any information from the signal.
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(a) (b)

Figure 68: The cosine function whose 5.6 periods has been captured within 100
samples (a). The power spectrum (b) of signal that is not symmetric contains
abrupt change, which causes that not only the main frequency, but neighboring
frequencies to have strong response in power spectrum.

(a) (b)

Figure 69: Cosine function (solid line) attenuated with Hamming window function
(dashed line). The power spectrum (b) of signal in (a) has strong response at
appropriate frequency. Leakage to side bins is still present, but the distortion was
at suppressed.
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Appendix D - Component interfaces

The Appendix D lists the most important software interfaces exposed by inspection
machine.

CameraLink Source Filter

The CameraLink Source Filter provides full control the motor and array of cam-
eras. It exposes the IGrabber, ICamera, IMotor and ISerialChannel interfaces.
Definition of these interfaces is provides below in simplified script.

The list of available cameras attached to the CameraLink grabber can be obtained
and access to each camera can be acquired through IGrabber interface.

i n t e r f a c e IGrabber : IDispatch {
CameraCount (LONG∗ pVal ) ;
Item (ULONG index , ICamera∗∗ ppCamera ) ;

} ;

Acquisition is set up and image is acquired through ICamera interface.

i n t e r f a c e ICamera : IDispatch {
VideoDataOutputMode ( VideoDataOutputMode∗ pVal ) ;
ExposureTimeControlMode ( ExposureTimeControlMode∗ pVal ) ;
ExposureTime ( [ out , r e t v a l ] FLOAT∗ pVal ) ;
NumRingBuffers ( [ out , r e t v a l ] ULONG∗ pVal ) ;
Star tPu l seCreate ( void ) ;
S ta r tPu l s eRe l ea s e ( void ) ;
. . .
} ;

Each camera provides outbound interface ICameraEvents which has single method,
the OnFrame event. In fact the application tells the device to acquire on one thread
and the frame is delivered on another thread in form of an event. This event driven
design means that the algorithm nor the device is blocked by each other. The image
processing takes place at the same time when new image is being acquired.

d i s p i n t e r f a c e ICameraEvents{
OnFrame(ULONG∗ camera , SAFEARRAY∗ frame ) ;
} ;
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The ISerialChannel represents communication channel between camera and acqui-
sition board through which any low level command can be sent. It is used by
ICamera interface internally.

i n t e r f a c e ISe r i a lChanne l : IDispatch {
I n i t (ULONG index ) ;
Read (ULONG index , CHAR∗ bu f f e r , . . . ) ;
Write (ULONG index , ULONG∗ b u f f e r S i z e , . . . ) ;
Close (ULONG s e r i a l I n d e x ) ;
} ;

The stepper motor is accessed by means of IMotor interface which exposes methods
to control motion of material.

i n t e r f a c e IMotor : IDispatch {
I n i t ( ) ;
Acce l e r a t i on ( [ out , r e t v a l ] ULONG∗ pVal ) ;
Po s i t i on ( [ out , r e t v a l ] LONG∗ pVal ) ;
Ve loc i ty ( [ out , r e t v a l ] ULONG∗ pVal ) ;
EncoderResolut ion ( [ out , r e t v a l ] ULONG∗ pVal ) ;
RotorDiameter ( [ out , r e t v a l ] FLOAT∗ pVal ) ;
IsMoving ( [ out , r e t v a l ] VARIANT BOOL∗ pVal ) ;
} ;

Multiplexor Filter

The Multiplexor filter is standard transform filer Direct Show architecture. Hence
it derives and implements CTransformFilter provided by the Windows 7.1 Software
Development Kit.

Gabor Filter

The Gabor Filter exposes functionality through IGabor automation interface. The
output size of the Fourier transform can be reduced due to central symmetry
of a spectrum. Hence the Intel Performance Primitives library defines a packed
format, which IGabor interface works with. The packed format reduces memory
consumption of the algorithm and uses the CPU cache memory more effectively
than the full format used in Matlab for example. The text of the thesis uses full
format in figures, but the device uses packed format internally. The spectrum and
the filter in packed are difficult to interpret visually.
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i n t e r f a c e IGabor : IDispatch
{

SetDimensions (ULONG height , ULONG width ) ;
C r e a t e F i l t e r ( rho , theta , bandAx , bandRad , ∗ f l t r ) ;
FFT2(VARIANT∗ src , VARIANT∗ spectrumPack ) ;
PackToExt (VARIANT∗ pack , VARIANT∗ r ea l , VARIANT∗ imag ) ;
ExtToPack (VARIANT∗ r ea l , VARIANT∗ imag , VARIANT∗ pack ) ;
S h i f t (VARIANT∗ src , VARIANT∗ dst ) ;
IFFT2(VARIANT∗ spectrum , VARIANT∗ image ) ;
} ;
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